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Calloway
jailer says
furloughs
are risky
By TORI BERRY
_
Staff Writer
alloway County Jailer Phil Hazle;
says the state may be making a bii
mistake if a proposal to furlough:
non-violent felony offenders now imprit:
oned in county jails is implemented.
It's not a safe move for conununities ant
it's not . an econouticallz
feasible
one
eithec
according to Hazle.
:
According
to
an
Associated Press report. i
House proposal for the.
early release of state
inmates
would
cost
Kentucky's counties more
than $20 million a year,
reportedly a dramatic
Haat,
decrease in funding for
some counties that are cash-strapped to
pay for incarceration. The state now pays
county jails $31.34 per day per inmate as
well as a small medical stipend.
Hazle says he understands the state has
to save some money. but is not sure turning prisoners - even non-violent pnsoners
- loose is wise.
"I'd rather for them to let the misdemeanor people go," Hazel said. "But the(
would help the county arid not the state

C

111 See Page 2A
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im Coie, above, director of missions at
Blood River Baptist Assoc.lation in Hardin,
stands with 800 five-gallon buckets filled
with food items that will be shipped to Haiti at
the end of the month as part of the national
Buckets of Hope program. The buc;kets were
purchased, filled and donated by members of
regional and local Baptist churches.
See story on page 2
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Ky. Senate passes
domestic violence bill
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
A somber Kentucky Senate
passed bill Wednesday aimed
at protecting domestic violence
victims by attaching ankle
monitors to suspected abusers
to keep track of their whereabouts.
The legislation was dubbed 4

Buckets, left, were filled by following a list of
pre-determined items that inciudes nce, beans,
flour and sugar. Southern Baptist churches in
Haiti will receive the shipments of buckets and
oversee distribution.

111 See Page 3A
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TOMORROW

60s
40S

Daily FOISCalit
Ely Ths Asoociated Pros*
Thursday...Sunny. Hig
the mid 60s. Northwest winds 5
to 10 mph
Thursday
night. Clear
Lows in the lower 40s.
Southwest winds 5 mph.
Friday...Sunny. Highs in the
upper 60s. Southwest winds 10
to 15 rnph.

Friday night...Mostly clear
Lows in the upper 40s South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Saturday Mostly cloudy A
40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms in the afternoon Highs in the mid 60s
South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday night...Showers
and thunderstorms likely in the
evening...Then showers likely
after midnight. Lows in the lower

40s. Chance of precipitation 70
percent.
Sunday .Partly sunny with a
40 perct4nt chance of rain.
Highs in the upper 40s.

11 11
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Lawmakers struggle to
finish health overhaul bill
By ERICA WEFtNER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Pushing
toward a history-making vote.
Democrats struggled to eliminate
lingenng complications standing in
the way of House action this weekend on President Barack Obama's
landmark health care overhaul.
Their drive to change the way
health care is administered and
extend coverage to millions of
uninsured Americans took on a
growing sense of inevitability, picking up endorsements fmm a longtime liberal holdout and from a
retired Roman Catholic bishop and
nuns who broke with church leaders over the bill's abortion provisions.
At the same time. last-minute
snags related to costs delayed formal release of the legislation and an
analysis from the Congressional

IIISee Page 3A

By HAWIUNS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The attorney tot 27 Murray firefighters
that sued the city for back overtime pay
says his clients are happy that City COUTICi I
members agreed to mediation last week,
but they thought some members' characterization of their motives was unfair.
Atter meeting in executive session at the
March I I meeting. the council announced

III See Page 3A

lacers Prepare ler Tedars Same

MICHAEL DANN L edger & Tares
Murray State junior guard isacc Miles leads the team in drills down the court
during the Racers' practice session at HP Pavilion in San Jose. Calif,. Wednesd
ay.
Murray State, a No 13 seed, takes on Vanderbilt, a No. 4 seed, today at
1 30 p.m,
in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.
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Budget Office at
least
until
Thursday.
Democratic lawmakers had hoped
to see those details
last week.
Since Democrats
are promising 72
hours for lawmakObama
ers and the public
to review the legislation once it's released, that would
push a House vote on the bill until
Sunday at the earliest — the same
day Obarna plans to leave for an
overseas tnp. Obama already has
delayed the trip once so he can be
present for the vote and help with
the I Ith-hour arm-twisting that
inevitably will precede it.
"You've got to realize how coin-

Attorney: Firemen
pleased with city's
call for mediation
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In Calloway County. state
inmates in the county's work
house provide manual labor for
From Front
environmental clean-up, con= because the state doesn't pay to struction, road work. projects in
:.house
the misdemeanor pnstm- the city parks and sery many
ers, dse county does."
other ways that save the city. and
_. Currently. about 30 to 50 state the county money.
prisoners are housed at
The eariy-release plan, hacked
.-Calloway County Jail at any one by House legislators, is to
accelThe early release program erate the furlough of at least
r will not affect all of them.
1.000 nonviolent felony prison"They will probably start ers, according to the AP
repon.
;:looking at ones near the end of Supporters say many
of the pnstheir sentence," Hazel said. oners are already eligibl
e for
• -They are already doing that parole once they
complete sul-• really."
stance-abuse counseling. The

Jailer ...

House budget passed last week
and now before the senate
includes $30 million in projected savings from the accelerated
parole process along with an
assumption that the state's
pnson population will be flat.
But Haile said the move is nsky.
-The judge sent them to prison
for a reason," Haile said. "Most
of them are probation violators
anyway."
He also said the sLite should
not interfere with decision making by parole boards.
"The parole board is supposed
to he art independent agency

under the executive branch and
for obvious reasons," he said.
"Nobody should be putting
pressure on them to let more
people out. They make enough
mistakes on their own without
somebody giving them a quota."
Faced with a surging pnson
population and a state budget
deficit of more than SI billion.
the state is proposing to release
inmates to save dollars.
Kentucky isn't the only state
considering the plan. From
California to Connecticut, states
are under pressure to bring cornections spending in line with

the reality of gaping budget
shortfalls. according to AP
reports. Lawmakers in some
states are slashing prisoner rehabilitation programs, releasing
inmates early or packing them
more tightly into crowded facilities to save money. Others are
using technology. such as satellite tracking, to monitor sex
offenders, drunken drivers and
other cnminals instead of keeping them behind bars. To avoid
building new prisons, many
states ship inmates to pnvate By KYSER LOUGH
facilities that often very far Staff Winter
he Blood River Baptist
away.
Association in Harden
serves 43 Southern
Baptist Churches in Marshall
and Calloway County, but SOOn
will be serving those impacted
by the massive earthquake in
Haiti.
In one of the back rooms of
the building sits 800 five-gallon
buckets, each filled with food
items to be sent overseas.'The
buckets have been paid for and
assembled by members of local
churches, and are part of the
national Buckets of Hope program.
Tim Cole, director of missions at Blood River Baptist
Association, said the program
got started when an assessment
team visited Haiti after the
earthquake.
"When they got back, they
met ... the onginal plan was to
send a feeding team but that
wouldn't work as effectively,"
Cole said.
Instead of organizing feeding
spend:
instant savings:
spend:
teams to travel overseas and
*2,500-4,999
115,000-*19,999
cook. Cole said it was determined that it would be more
05,000-r7,499
*20,000-$24,999
effective to put together buckets of food items that could be
*7,500-'9,999
*25,000-$29,999
distributed quicker arid easier.
Once a paclUng list was put
"10.000-112,499
*30,000+
together, it was sent out and
$1.500
distributed to local churches.
Discount taken ai register
*12,500-*14,999
nccixorf taken at tire oi crier Offer valid 2/12/10
Offer valid 3/10/10 - 3/22/10
Each bucket contains identi0
See
a
kirner
Speciair$
lor
details
See store for oetaii
cal contents based on the packing list. Items include rice,
beans, flour and other ingredients. Cole said the consistency'
in contents will help expedite
the shipping process and ease
any government suspicion.
+Pnce only includes
KFITECVCRAMETS
"To purchase the items,
tabor tor installing carpet
Disoo.ro taken at time of order Offer valid 3/ff.tte 4/1610 See store for detaits.
and pad purrtesed from
assemble it and pay for shipLowe's. Offer limrted to
ping costs roughly S40 per
single-family homes.
7INIZIAIIIMY
bucket," Cole said. "This was
Addbonal ",
..arges rr.ay
the quickest and best organized
apply, See below or
store for details.
project I've seen done.(Local
churches) were so on board. I
got a flood of e-mails immediately."
.NE-VV LOWER PIMICE I
Of the 800 buckets sitting in
the building. 200 of them carne
WEIS
now
from Marshall and Calloway
*120
J9
was
County churches. The remain20-HR
.Automatic
now
$698
ing 600 carne in from seven
42' Lawri Tractor
was
5' x 8' Trailer
other regional Kentucky
•KOHLER engine $317740
s379
with Gate
Southern Baptist Aisociations
May be available via Special Order or
Four-Burner Gas Grill
*100369
Lowes.com only in select markets.
in the area. Cole said the state
.4Eit.uuLi BTUs •12.uoU BR)infrared
(*Engine horsepower is provided by the
seanng side burner $314C73
of Kentucky currently has
manufacturer for companson purposes only
G$111 Cover
10,000 buckets assembled and
Actual operating HP may be less.
*297940
$48.97
ready to ship. Once they arrive
in Haiti, they will be distributed
through existing Southem
Baptist Churches.
"People are excited about
these buckets going over
because it's food that (people in
Haiti) eat and the buckets are
useful," Cole said. "I thought it
Let Lowe's install your windows, roof,
is very filling that they could
vinyl
sidin
g,
fence or deck.
provide the items."
Buckets will be shipped to
• Get the right products at the
• Screeneci. licensed and
Louisville on March 17 where
right price
insureci professionals
they will join the rest of the
• Guaranteed one-year
collection and be shipped to
• CuStOrner-rated installers
warranty on finished labor
Florida. Once in Florida, Cole
said the buckets should arrive
in Haiti before the end of
March.
Cole said the recent disasters
Rated a
boat buy
in Chili and Turkey are also on
by a loading
the radar for assistance. He said
consumer
an assessment team deemed
magazine
Chili financially stable to supALL 1N-STOCK
BASIC WINDOW
port themselves but the assessVINYL_ SIDING
INSTALLATION"
ment of Turkey is still in
Discount tak.en at
progress.
GIFT CARD
register.

'Buckets'
program
support
for Haiti

T

HURRY IN FOR

LIMITED-TIME VALUES

5 DAYS ONLY 3/18/10 - 3/22/10

Let's Build Something Together -

KITCHEN CA.BINET SAVINGS
UP TO

$8 000
INSTANT SAVINGS
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
SPECIAL ORDER
KITCHEN CABINETS

IN-STOCK
FURNITURE
STYLE
VANITIES

$400

$2,500
$3,500
$5,000
$8,000

$700
$1,000

$2,000
PLUS SAVE AN ADDITIONAL
% Krakotviaid

$97

off

ENTIRE HOUSE
CARPET INSTALLATION.

$488

1199

$349

Schedule a consultation
with our in-Home
Project Specialist today.

VIA MAIL-IN REBATF_

for every $499 purrtiase of
in-stock Owens Coming Oakndge
30-year Shingles. Offer valid 3.18/10 3/22/10 See store tor details.

$2395

Nacr,

Owens Corning Oakridge*
30-Year Dimensional Shingles

Items may be
Special Order in select
markets. Offer valid
3/18/10 - 3/22/10. See
store for details.

Atte.
Georcje-Racific

Correction
Offer limited to basic installation.
Additional charges may apply.
See below or store for details.

-: Details on our policies and services:
Pnces may vary after 3/22/10 if there are
market variations. "Was- pnces in this adverti
• Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy. See store
sement were in effect on 3/12,10 and may
for details regarding product warranties. We
vary based on
reserve the right to limit quantities. While Lowe's
occur. We reserve the nght to correct any
strives to be accurate. unintentional errors
error. Pnces and promotions apply to US locatio
may.
Installation only. Pnce is quoted on a per
ns only, and are available while supp,ies last.
window basis and is available on vinyl replace
OOffer
limited
to
Basic
Replac
ement Window
ment windows and wood renovation window
• Installation includes delivery of window
s up to 108 united inches. Basic Replacement
s, removal and haul-away of old windows
Window
(local disposal fees may be required). and caulkin
;: pnce does not include the cost of the
g and insulating around openings. The $99
products to be installed The installation pnca
installation
is only valid for single-family residential propert
cial properties. Additiona! charges will apply
ies and cannot be used on mutti-famity and/or
for services not included in Basic Replacement
commerWindow Installation such as metal frame removal
capping of trim and necessary repairs to window
. removal of storm windows, wrapping and
opening Not valid on prior purchases. Mandat
not be available in all markets. See store for
oiy in-home measurement fee (refundable
details. 4-.W7 offer requires purchase of carpet
upon project purchase) is reouired. Offer may
and pad from Lowe's and only includes labor
residential homes. Additional charges May
apply. as offer does not include any customization.
for installation. Offer is limited to single-family
installation on steps or any other optional
furnrture. Mufti-family and commercial propert
labor such as removal. haul-away, Or moving
ies will be pnced by quote only. Offer not
valid on glue-down carpet, pcor purchases.
of
• . additoonal information and listing of all availabl
and may not be available in your area. See
e carpet. VOA ins,allation services are guaran
store for
tors, licensed and registered where applica
teed by Lowe's warranty. Professional installat
ble. Ljcenses issued to or on behalf or Lowe's
ion
availabl
e
through
indepen
dent contracHome Centers, Inc.: AL-$1011354,HB), Mobile
CT *HIC0558162. DE 01993102010; FL i*CCC1
0080129. Tuscaloosa 0103298; AR #0037290510;
326824, $GC1508417,0CRC1327732, itCB00
4649(MSTR). CBC#16533, MD-MHIC 091680
17683; IL-0058-092578, 0104014837; KY-Lexi
ngton#11562; IN-Griffith #C000725; LA-#LM
. MA #148688, MI-Lowe's Home Centers loc.,
P
6122 B Dnve North, Battle Creek , MI 49014,
-, #23319; NM *8438/ NY-Staten Island
#2102144445; MN #20629&59; MS #R0315
*1291730.
2; NE
#30316, OH-Columbus $G5872, Lancaster *50059 Brooklyn 11291733, Nassau 104,777890000, Suffolk *43906-H, Buffalo 0538744, Putnam
# PC2742-A, Tonawanda OICNO391; ND
6, Warren 14266, Whrtehall $2599; PA-SUn
j• 02701036595k WV-#WV014656. Bridgep
bury
$751, Johnstown $0467; RI $20575: SC
ort 130067. Charleston 01043, Morgantown
121547; TN $00003070, TX $48110; VA
02010 470, Ranson 0556; WI #996016. License
--: #28341; AZ #ROC195516; CA #803295.
s issued to or on behatf of Lowe's HIW, Inc.:
H1-$23784(C53). #23786(C53); NV-#C14-0059292
AK
, *C16-0059290, *C4-0059296, OC8-0059295,
• OR #144017 WA OLOWESH1982BN ©. 2010
*C25-0059294. *C3-0059293, OC15-0059291
by Lowe's' All nghts reserved. Lowe's and
001/6902/005.009.011
the gable design are registered trademarks
;
of LF.I.LC. R690'2

United Way date of
notification corrected
A press releam: provided to
the Ledger & I imes by the
United Way of Murray Calloway County, which ran in
Wednesday's paper, stated that
agencies would be notified of
their allocations on an incorrect
date. The press release should
have stated the date will be
Wednesday. March 31.

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or en-or. call 753-1916.
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News in Brief

III Health...
From Front

plicated this is and how focused
we are on getting it right,"
House Majority Leader Steny
FRANKFORT, Ky. ,AP) — A bill .unted at trackin
g state conHoyer, D-Md.. said Wednesday
tracts and the size of the state work force has
cleared another hurnear the end of a long day of
dle in the Kentucky General Assembly.
meetings on the legislation.
The measure won easy approval Wednesday from
the Senate
"We're waiting to get a real
State and Local Government Committee.
confidence level."
House Minority Floor Leader Jeff Hoover, the bill's
lead sponsor, said it would bring more transparency to enable
Obama expressed optimism in
state lawmakers to track state contracts and the number of state
an interview with Fox News
workers.
The bill would require quarterly reports from
Charm,. "I'm confident it will
state agencies on
the number of classified, unclassified and other workers
pass," he said. "And the reason
, including
contract employees.
I'm confident that it's going to
The measure now heads to the tull Senate It has already
pass is because it's the right
passed
the House.
thing to do."
Democrats are seeking to
2 meth bills advance in Ky. leeslature
make sure the legislation would
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - - The Senate has approved
reduce federal deficits annually
a bill
aimed at curbing the spread of methamphetamine by
over the next decade and are
blocking
some drug offenders from purchasing cold medicin
revisiting details of a planned
es corrunonly
used in making the drug.
tax on high-cost insurance plans
Those medicines contain ephednne or pseudoephedrin
that's been a sticking point for
e, which
are an essential ingredient in making the illicit drug.
organized
labor.
Richard
The measure that passed 38-0 on Wednesday would
Trumka, head of the AFL-C10,
bar drug
offenders from purchasing the medicines for five
met with Obama at the White
ycars.
Meanwhile, the House Judiciary Conunittee passed a
House on Wednesday, and offisimilar bill
on Wednesday that would reduce the amount of cold medicin
cials said the labor leader raised
es
containing ephednne, pseuckiephednne and phenylpropan
concerns. °barna hat; proposed
aolamine
K,
r'EIR LOUGH 1 Ledger & Times
from 9 grams per month to 7.5 grams. The Senate bill contain
DONUTS FOR DAD: Jaiden Greene, a first
significantly softening the tax
grader at East Calloway Elementary School,
sa
finsimilar provision.
ishes
off
a
donut
sitting
while
with his dad, Troy. dunng the school's Donuts
in keeping with an earlier deal
for
Dad
progra
m
with organized labor. arid labor earlier this moming.
Bill to thwart jaikr-prisoner sex advances
leaders want to preserve that
FRANKFORT,
(AP) — A House committee has given its
accord, at a minimum.
approval to a bill that would make sexual liaisons
between prison
Trumka was to brief members
guards and inmates felony crimes.
of the AFL-CIO's executive
The House Judiciary Committee sent the legislation
on
From Front
said the three men would be the
council on Thursday, and the
Wednesday to the full House for consideration.
From Front
ones to sit down with the mayor.
federat
ion
was
expect
ed to that it would enter
The measure has already passed the Senate.
into
mediaannoun
"Amand
city
attorney, Wells and any
ce whether it would sup- tion
a's Bill." Authorities
'The bill would apply to workers in state prisons,
with the firefighters with
pnvate prisons
port the legislation.
other city officials involved in have said Amanda Ross ws.s
contracting with the state, county jails and other detenti
Bill
Wells,
chairm
an
of
the
on faciliThe long-anticipated 'measure
gunned down outside her
ties. Violators could be charged with statutory. rape or
PersonneUFinance Committee, the mediation. although there
sodomy
is actually the second of two
Lexington home last year by an
under the legislation.
acting as the council representa- could be other firefighters there
bills that Obarna hopes lawex-fiance who had served some
tive. The firefighters' attorney is if they express an interest.
makers will send him in coming
15 years in the state legislature.
Bill wottkl let seniors opt out of jury pools
"We would like nothing more
Rex Burch of Bruckner Burch
days. more than a year after he
Former state Rep. Steve Nunn
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- A House committee has
than
to
sit
down
with
PLLC, a firm in Houston that
the city
approved a
urged Congress to remake the
has been charged with murder
bill that would allow senior citizens to opt out of jury
specializes in wage disputes. and work things out," he said.
service if
U.S. health care system. The
and has entered a not guilty
they so choose.
Burch said he and his clients "They want to worry about
first cleared the Senate late last
The House Judiciary Comminee approved the mea.sur
were pleased by the council's fighting fires and it seems that plea.
e on
year but ..vent no further
Wednesday. It now goes to the full House for conside
Nunn. the son of a former
decision and he said the city and the city has been trying to cash
ration.
because House Democrats
Democratic state Rep. Tom Riner of Louisville is
Kentucky governor and himself
plaintiffs probably should have in on a technicality."
sponsoring the
demanded significant changes
measure that would allow people at least 70 years
once a Republican gubernatorial
old to have their
sat down a long time ago at the
Burch said the city's miscalcu— the very types of revisions
names removed from potential juror lists
candidate, was one of the most
beginning of the dispute to sort lations go back for some
time. recognized men in Kentuc
The measure cleared the conunittee despite concems
now being packaged into the
ky
voiced by
it out.
but that they. are entitled to at politics
some members about its constitutionality.
second bill.
. After the breakup of
Burch said, however. that his least five years of overtim
e pay. their engagement, Ross had
Together, the measures are
clients believed they were por- He said the
law presumes that if obtained a domestic violenc
ludkiary pane4 approves limits on inmate lawsuits
desigmed to extend coverage to
e
trayed
as
greedy
when it was an employer underp
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) -- A bill intended to curb
more than 30 million who now
ays, for protective order.
frivolous
said at the council meeting that
lawsuits from being filed by prisoners has cleared
example, by $1,000, the
lack it and prohibit insurance
Ross' mother, Diana Ross,
a House comthe city had recently made the
mittee
employee is owed $2,000 to watched from the gallery as the
industry practices such as denyworkers
a
"gener
ous"
offer and compensate
The House Judiciary Committee approved the legislat
ing coverage on the basis of
for delay in pay- bill cleared the Senate on a 38-0
ion, which
there had been no response. He
would bar inmates from tiling suits against the Kentuc
pre-existing medical conditions.
ment.
vote.
ky
said he could not discuss what
Department of Corrections until all administrative means
°barna also has asked lawmak"Paying someone late could
After.vard, an emotional Ross
have
the
offer
was
because
of attorbeen exhausted to resolve complaints.
ers to slow the growth of medcalled the vote a "validation of a
be
disastr
ous."
be
isid.
They
ney-cli
ent privilege, but said it
Republican Sen. John Schickel of Union, a former jailer,
ical spending generally, a far
said the
was less than what the men vvere might MiSS paying bells or other need to improve protection for
legislation would also apply to inmates filing lawsuit
more difficult goal to achieve.
the victims of domestic vios against
expenses."
owed under the law.
county jails and private prisons.
The total cost is around $1 trillence."
Burch
also
said
that
They
legal
are not trying to get
The measure now goes to the full House for conside
lion over 10 years.
ration. The
Ross said the goal from the
anything other than what they precedent is on the firefighters'
bill has already been approved by the Senate.
After heavy lobbying from
are entitled to under the law," he side because firefighters won a outset in pushing for die bill
Obama, liberal Rep. Dennis
was for the "tragedy that ended
case recently in Louisville that
said.
Horse racing bill stalls
Kucinich, D-Ohio, announced
The firefighters filed a lawsuit dealt with what he called "iden- Amanda's life to make a differFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Legislation meant to
his support Wednesday, becombolster
ence for others."
against the city in September tical" overtime issues.
Kentucky's racing industry by tapping into a new form
of gaming the first Democrat to declare
The bill now goes back to the
2008 in U.S. District Cotult in
bling on old horse races has stalled in conunittee.
Murray City Attomey Warren
he would vote in favor of the
Paducah.'The lead plaintiffs are Hopkins did not retum phone House, which will consider
It was an abrupt change in fortunes for the oill, which
just a
legislation after opposing an
changes made by the Senate.
week ago had cleared the same Senate committee with
Kevin Doyle. Kevin Munsey calls to request additional
strong
comearlier version. Shortly after
bipartisan support. The bill was sent back to committee
and
Kenneth Reynolds. Burch ment before press time.
by the full
Kucinich's announcement, a
Senate, and its chairman said Wednesday that anti-ga
mbling forces
letter
was
release
d
from
60
have rallied opposition against the measure.
New Addition to Reed Interiors...
leaders of religious orders urgThe conunittee chairman, Sen. Damon Thayer, said
he's not sure
ing lawmakers to vote for the
if the bill will advance.
legislation.
Instant Racing is a game in which gamblers bet on randoml
y'
The endorsenient retlected a
Teresa is specializing in upholstery, interior design
selected past races without knowing the names of the
horses. The
and
division within the Catholic
bill proposes a 1.5 percent tax on those wagers, with the
consultation. Remodeling7 New Gmstruction 7
money
Church
.
The
U.S.
Confer
ence
flowing into a fund to supplement race purses for Kentuc
Need a new lookpr your homer'
ky-bred
of Catholic Bishops opposes the
horses at Kentucky tracks.
Senate-passed legislation, contending it would perrnit the use
Ky. Music Hall of Fame welcoming new inductees
• 1000's of Fabrics • Custom Bedding • Upholster%
of federal funds for elective
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Country singer Patty Loseles
s, the
•Custom Drapers)& Window Treatnient,
abortions.
late Keith Whitley and John Michael Montgomery will
lead a
• Furniture 41 Accessories
Late Wednesday, however,
class of seven into the Kentucky Music Hall of Fame.
retired
Bishop
Also being inducted as part of the class are Steve Wariner
John
E.
. The
McCarthy of Austin, Texas, told
Goins Brothers, Molly O'Day and Larnelle Harris. Inducti
on LereThe Associated Press he was
monies are set for April 7, 2011, at the Lexington Center
urging approval of the legislaBluegrass Ballroom.
tion.
Spring break discount for park visitors
"The bill guards against the
use of federal money for aborFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's state parks are
offering
visitors a discount on lodgings dunng spring break.
tion," McCarthy said in an
603 Main Street • Munas •(270) 753-636l • firs Mon
En 9 ain o pin • Sat 10 am 2 pin
The offer lasts through April 30. The parks are offering a 10
interview. -This is an extraordipercent off coupon for state lodges and cottages and a coupon
narily
importa
nt bill, providing
for free
admission for a child 12 and under.
health care for 30 to 40 million
The lodging coupon is good at the park system's 17 resort parks.
people who don't have it. It's
Kentucky's 31 state park campgrounds open April 1.
not perfect: we can come back
later and improve it.

Bill seeks to track contracts, work force

III Firemen's attorney...

II Domestic...

Teresa Parker-Enoch!
GIVE US A CALL!

CONSIGNMENT FURNITURE SALE!
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"Evolution"...is it the only theory?

Standing for the Rights of Our Children
—
'
4111
-1
0.-°4".‘
#0,0
4144f
0
ekt 41

mah
becomex a faol until he stops
asking questions" Charles P. Steinmetz

Who:Alt men who wish to stand with

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

/
1
4

"OverlookIng Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx 15 mies South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressaprIngsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496

W.:.

What:A meeting to discuss the censorship Pi-messily which
scientific-theories are.allowed by our government to
be tattg-ht,
within.the- public :school systems..We tx-lieve Evolution
.silould
not be t'he only theory offered to.our children and.that each
.
child should have the right to choose for him or herse
lf..
Where: Grace Baptist Church - 617 S. 9th Street., Murray.
_KY
When:6:30 p.m..on Thursday. Mnrch -1Sth. 2010
"Ifa book be false in its facts, disprove them;if
falsein its
reasoning, retitle it. But for God's sake, let tis freel
y hear.
both sides ifice choose."- Thamas Jefferson.
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'Jihad Jane' to appear in federal court today

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - maybe it's just their persona
l
Whether she was seeking love or demons," said Ibrahim
Hooper.
vengeance. or just an escape national conununications
dimefrom her dreary, small-town tor for CAIR.
existence, Colleen LaRose
LitRose spent most of her life
searched the Internet arid found in Texas. where she droppe
d out
Muslim extremists eager to of high school. married
at 16
engage the unhappy Ante:ican.
and again at 24, and racked up a
LaRose. 46. spent long days few minor arrests. After
a secs hained to her Pennsburg. Pa., ond divorce. she follow
ed a
-apartment caring for an elderly boyfriend to Pennsy
lvania in
parent. Now. "Jihad Jane" may about 2004 and began
caring for
now spend tier life in prison - his father while he
worked long
:unless she persuades a U.S. hours, sometimes
on the road. In
judge she is not a security threat. 2005. she swallo
wed a handful
Today. LaRose makes her of pills in a failed
suicide
:first court appearance since a attempt, telling police
she was
:stunning indictment last week upset over the death
of her fattier
that charged that she plotted - but did not want to
die.
:with terror suspects abroad to
As she moved through her
kill a Swedish artist who had 40s without a job or any
outside
offended Muslims.
hobbies, her boyfriend said, she
LaRose's appearance may. started spending more
time
offer clues to her mental state online.
after six
months in a
Though her boyfnend, Kurt
!'hiladelphia prison.
Gorman, did not consider her
7 The Council on American- religious, and she
apparently
:Islamic Relations has ques- never joined a mosque
, LaRose
tioned I}IC religious devotion of had by 2008 declare
d herself
alleged converts like LaRose. "desperate" to help
suffering
given her live-in boyfriend and Muslims in a video
she posted
apparent failure to ever pledge on YouTube.
her faith at a mosque.
"In my view, she sort of
"Maybe it's not the Islamic slipped sideways into
Islam. ...
:faith that is making them do this; There may have
been some

seduction into it, by one or more
people." said Temple University
psychologist Frank Farley.
LaRose and Gorman shared
an apartrnent with his father in
Pennsburg. a quaint if isolated
town an hour northwest of
Philadelphia. Just days after the
father died last August, she stole
Gorman's passport and fled to
Europe without telling him,
making good on her online
pledge to try to kill in the name
of Allah, according to the indictment. From June 2008 through
her Aug. 23, 2009,departure. the
woman who also called herself
"Fatima Rose" went online to
recruit male fighters for the
cause, recruit wornen with western passports to marry them, and
raise money for the holy war. the
indictment charged.
She had also agreed to marry
one of her overseas contacts, a
man from South Asia who said
he could deal bombs and explosives, according to e-mails
recovered by authorities.
He also told her in a March
2009 e-mail to go to Sweden to
find the artist, Lars Vilks.
"I will make this my goal till
i achieve it or die trying," she
wrote back, adding that her

blonde Amencan looks would
help her blend in.
Vilks questioned the sophistication of the plotters, seven of
whom were rounded up in
Ireland last week. just before
LaRose's
indictment
was
unsealed. Still, he said he was
glad LaRose never got to him.
Although she had wntten the
Swedish embassy in March
2009 to ask how to obtain residency. and joined his online
artists group in September, there
is no evidence from court documents that she ever made it to
Sweden. Instead, she was arrested retuming to Philadelphia on
Oct. 15.
Some terrorism experts wonder if LaRose posed any serious
threat to Vilks or the United
States - or was simply a lost
soul.
"People in distress blame the
govemment, and now blaming
the government means taking
the side of these Muslim terrorists," said Ian Lustick, a
University of Pennsylvania
political science professor.
"They•re about as jihadist as you
and me, but they're a lot less
happy."

Economy'forces more families to live together

WASHINGTON (AP)Goodnight. John-Boy.
Driven partly by job losses,
more multigenerational families
are choosing to live together as
"boomerang kids" flock home
and people help care for grandchildren or aging parents.
About 6.6 million U.S.
households in 2009 had at least
three generations of family
members, an int.Tease of 30 percent since 2000. according to
census figures. When "multigenerational" is more broadly
-defined to include at least two
adult generations, a record 49
million, or one in six people.
jive in such households, accord-ing to a study being released
Thursday by the Pew Research
Center.
The rise in multigenerational
households is heavily influenced
by economics. with many young
adults known as "boomerang
Inds" moving back home with
:mom and dad because of limited
:job prospects and a housing
cninch.

But extended lite spans and
increased options in home
health and outpatient care over
nursing homes have also played
a role. So, too. has a recent wave
of inunigration of Hispanics and
Asians, who are more likely to
live with extended family.
"With the reality of 78 million baby boomers coming into
an aging demographic, we need
more housing choices for caregiving." said Elinor Ginzler,
AARP's senior vice president
for livable cotnmunities.
"It can be a great opportunity for connectedness across generations, but also an opportunity
for conflict if family members
don't keep communications
lines open."
An AARP analysis of census
data shows that Hawaii had the
highest share of multigenerational households, followed by
California and Mississippi, due
partly to a scarcity of affordable
housing. North Dakota was least
likely to have several generations living together.

Other findings:
-The most common multigenerational family is an older
parent who owns the house, living with an adult child and
grandchild.
-Older women are more
likely than older men to live in a
multigenerational household.
-While multigenerational
families are increasing, the number of adults 65 and older who
live alone is edging lower, from
a peak of 28.8 percent in 1990 to
27.4 percent in 2008.
Multigenerational
households are not new. According to
the Pew report. in 1900 about 57
percent of people ages 65 and
older lived with extended family.
Life in such a household was
dramatized in the popular 1970s
television series "The Waltons."
Living in the Virginia mountains
during the Depression, the
Walton family had three generations under one roof, their
togethemess symbolized by a
round of goodnights that includ-

ed teenage son and series narrator John-Boy.
After World War II, Social
Secunty, Medicare and medical
breakthroughs prompted healthier, more financially secure
older adults to live on their own.
By 1980 and 1990, just 17 percent of seniors lived in a multigenerational household.
The share of older adults in
multigenerational homes is now
increasing again, to about 20
percent.
"The government will continue to provide a social safety net
for older adults, but given
toclay's demographic and economic realities, it's not clear that
this public safety net will be as
robust in the future as it is now,"
said Paul Taylor, a co-author of
the Pew report.
"That could increase the
trend toward farnily members
providing care for elderly parents-a role that families have
taken on throughout human history."

EPA: Pets injured by flea and ti.ck products

WASHINGTON (AP) Products intended to treat cats
and dogs for fleas and ticks kill
hundreds of pets each year and
injure tens of thousands, the
Environmental
Protection
Agency said Wednesday as it
outlined plans to make the products safer.
The EPA said it will develop
stricter testing arid evaluation
requirements for flea and tick
treatments that are applied to a
pet's skin. The agency also will
begin reviewing labels to determine which ones need to say
more clearly how to use the
products.
The EPA's effort follows
increasing complaints from pet
owners that the "spot-on" products have triggered reactions in
dogs and cats, ranging from skin
irritation to neurological prob-

lems to deaths. Cats and small
dogs appear particularly vulnerable, the EPA said, especially
when given products intended
for larger animals.
Steve Owens, assistant
administrator of EPA's Office of
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic
Substances, said new restrictions will be placed on flea and
tick products, with additional
changes for specific products
likely - including possible
changes in some product formulas.
"These are poisons," Owens
said. "These are products
designed to kill fleas and ticks
-and they do their jobs."
The EPA is conunitted to better protecting the health and
safety of pets and families,
Owens said, but added that pet
owners "need to carefully read
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James R. Amnions. 7S. Murray, died today (Thursday 1, March
13, 2010. at Spnng Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.

WWW

Mrs. Mildred Geurin

NIH

Mrs. Mildred Geurin. 97, Itarnxisburg, formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday, March 16, 2010, at 11:15 p.m. at Harrodsburg Health Care.
Harrodsburg. She was a member of Bethel Baptist Church in
Harrodsburg and had been a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church
in Calloway County for over 50 years.
A homemaker, she had been employed in Food Services at the
forrner Faxon Elementary School and assisted her husband with th,:
family farm Preceding her in death were her husband, Rudolph
Geurin, to whom she was married Oct. 31, 1931; one son. Rev. Jack
Geurin; her parents, Walter and Louiza Ann Sellars Tucker; six sisters. Audrey Andrews, Mamie Dyer, Lois Outland. Rexie Tucker.
Olene Tucker and Evelyn Alexander.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Mary Geurin,
Harrodsburg; three grandchildren, David Geunn and wife, Lori,
Bolivar, Mo., Jackie Bishop and husband, Jeremiah. Louisville, and
Jeri Stein and husband, Mark. Union. S.C.; sister-in-law, Mary Belle
Brantley. Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Rev. Thurman Harris will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
1Thursday) at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, and after
noon on Friday at Elm Grove Baptist Church. Online condolences
mav he made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Paid Obituaries
Otis Colson

The funeral for Otis Colson will be today (Thursday)at 2 p.m.
in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Darrell Young will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Ramie, Charles. Johnny, Silbum
and
Jimmy Colson and Tim and Wesley Roberts. Burial will follow
in
the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Colson. 69, Murray, died Monday, March 15, 2010,
at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired, self-employed painting contractor and a commercial fisherrnan. He was a member of Calvary Temple
Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Silburn and Myrtle Kilgore
Colson. and one brother, Stanley Colson.
Survivors include his wife, Sharon Farley Colson; two daughte
rs,
Stephanie Roberts and husband, David, Murray, and
Margaret
Johnson and husband. Dennis, West Paducah; three sisters,
Ann
Reed and husband. Jay, Panama City, Fla., Patty Spence
r and husband, Daryl, Grand Rivers. and Teresa Dunlap and husban
d, Randy,
Hazel; five brothers, Jimmy Colson, New Concord, Ramie
Colson
and wife, Ylonda. Cadiz, Charles Colson, Murray,
and Johnny
Colson and wife. Debbie. and Silburn Colson and wife. Shanno
n, all
of Hazel; four grandchildren. Sabrina Sams and husban
d, Curtis,
Bardwell. and Tim, Wesley and Auctrey Roberts, all of
Murray; two
great-grandchildren. Abigail and Kinlee Sams, Bardwel
l.

Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby
The funeral tor Mrs. Wanda Sue Willoughby was
today
(Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Rev. Sammy Cunningham and Rev. Kerry Lamber
t officiated.
Music was by Cindy Satterwhite. Pallbearers were Don
and Brad
Bray, Tommy Wamack, Torruny Totty, Shawn Jones and
Darrell
Rowland. Burial was in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Elm Grove
Cemetery
Fund, c/o Christy Nelson, 835 Mayfield. Hwy., Benton
, KY 42025.
Mrs. Willoughby, 73, Murray.
. went to be with the Lord on
Monday, March 15, 2010, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had teen a school bus driver for the Calloway County
School
System for 15 years. She was the former owner and operato
r of the
Murray Tailor Shop and a member of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Charlie and Cora
Clark
Rowland; four brothers, C.T., Robert, Joe Pat and Hubert
Rowland;
two sisters, Nadean Hendon and Jackie Ellis; one
stepson, J.R.
Willoughby.
Survivors include one daughter, Michelle Leslie and
husband,
Allen, and one stepdaugater. Sharon Warmack and
husband.
Tommy, all of Murray; three sons, Mark Fergus
on and wife,
Mirriam. and Chuck Ferguson, all of Murray, and Nick
Willoughby
and wife, Angie, Houston, Texas; three sisters, Louise
Bray, Murray,
Jessie Hill, Ft. Myers, Fla.. and Carolyn Garland, Union
City, Tenn.;
two grandchildren, Jordan Ferguson and Tara Leslie,
Murray

Obama to sign
jobs bill today

11.35 + 0.14

IAellPoin1 Inc

James R. Ammons

after using the flea and tick
treaunents.
A 2009 study by the
The agency announced last American Society
for the
April it was incieasing scrutiny Prevention of Cruelty
to
of topical flea and tick products Animals reported that
the majorbecause of the growing number ity of illnesses linked
to proper
of bad reactions reported.
use of topical flea and tick prodThe EPA said it received ucts were mild. Cats were
more
44,263 reports of harmful reac- susceptible than dogs
to illnesstions associated with topical flea es and deaths from
misuse of the
and tick products in 2008, up products. the report said.
from 28,895 in 2007. Reactions
"The important take-homc
ranged from skin irritations to message is that althoug
h adverse
vomiting to seizures to, in about reactions can occur
with all flea
600 cases, death of an animal.
and tick products, most effects
An EPA spokesman said he are relatively mild and include
did not have a breakdown of skin irritation and
stomach
how many deaths were dogs and upset," said Dr. Steven
Hansen,
how many cats.
ASPCA veterinary toxicologist
Dog and cat owners say their and senior vice president for
aniWASHINGTON (AP) pets have suffered bums and mal health services.
welts on their skin; started to
Pet owners should keep using President Barack Obama is set
to sign a jobs bill into law this
drool excessively; begun to the products as directe
d when mornin
g.
shake uncontrollably; lost con- faced with a flea infesta
tion.
The bill contains two major
trol of their legs or experienced Hansen said.
provisions. First, it exempts
other neurological problems
businesses hiring the unemployed from the 6.2 percent
Social Security payroll tax
through December.
It also gives employers an
additional $1,000 credit if new
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.

BR&T

12.09• 0.07
, Rank of America -.17.22 - 0.05
Briggs & Stratton -.-.--1931 + 0.05

ObRuades

workers stay on the job a full
year. The Social Security trust
funds would be reimbursed for
the lost revenue.
Second, it extends highway
and mass transit programs
through the end of the year and
pumps in $20 billion in time for
the spring construction season.
The money would make up for
lower-than-expected gasoline
tax revenues.

Recall of 1.2 million
high chairs ordered

WASHINGTON(AP)-The "screws holding
the front legs of
government is announcing a the high
chair can loosen and
recall of some 1.2 rrtillion high fall out" and
said cracking plaschairs, saying they pose a fall tic bracket
s can cause the high
hazard to children.
chair to "tip over unexpectedly."
The Consumer Product These tip-ove
rs resulted in 24
Safety Cortunission announced reports
of injuries including
the voluntary recall today bumps
and bruises to the head. a
involving the product made by hairline
fracture to the arm and
Graco Children's Products, Inc., cuts,
bumps and bruises and
of Atlanta.
scratches to the body"
the regulatory agency said
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MHS Basketball Banquet changed
to April 18 at RSEC

inniverscify

I
Murray High School Basketball
Banquet has been changed to Sunday. April
18, at 1 p.m. at the Murray Room of
thr
Murray State University Regional Special
Events Center. Tigers, l.ady Tigers, cheerleaders and the dance team will be recognized.
Tickets are on sale for $13 each at the \INS
office and the deadline for purcha_sing tickets
is Thursday, April 1. No tickets will he sold
Jo's
at
the door. For more information contac
t
Datebook Nlonica
Evans at Nturray High School at
By Jo Burkeen
753-5202.
Community
Editor

Art Guild exhibit
, Murray Art Guild's 22nd annual juned competi
tion. Visual
Evidence, is now on exhibit at the Miller Confer
ence Center at 201
South 4th St.. Mun-ay. The exhibit which feature
s the work of
regional contemporary artists is open to the public
during business
hours, Monday though Friday at no charge. Visual
Evidence runs
through March 26. For more information contact
the Guild at 7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild.org.

; Twin Lakes Car Club to meet
-_ The Twin Lakes Region., Antique Automobile
Club of America.
. will hold its monthly dinner meeting tonight(Thurs
day) at 6 p.m. at
Holmes Restaurant, Murray. The club is open
to anyone with an
• interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always
welcome. For
more information, contact Howard Brandon at 753-43
89 or Terry
Ridgley at 753-1829.

Abuse prevention group Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention
;,Coalition will meet Friday from I to 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County
_Board of Education. The public is welcome and
encouraged to
Attend.

Health Express lists stops
Murray -Calloway County Hospital Health Expres
s will offer
'blood pressure checks, pulse. and blood sugar screeni
ngs on Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
at Office Depot,
Murray.

• Swim team holding recruitment
Murray-Calloway Youth Swim ream will hold
recruitment
Tuesday between 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the Hospital Wellne
ss Center
Pool. MYST is a competitive swim team open to anyone
age 5 years
and up. Swimmers must be able to swim the length of
the pool unas• sisted using any stroke. Use the pool entrance at
the back of the
Wellness Center, have swimsuit on (one piece for girls),
bring goggles and a towel. With MYST you can expect to learn
all four
, strokes, participate in year-round workouts and enjoy
competitive
swim meets. For further information contact Head
Coach Julie
Santiago at 270-873-2!97

Cancer Society offering program
The American Cancer Society has a free, transportation
assistance
program operating in Calloway County so cancer patient
s won't
have to worry about how to get to and from their needed
treatments.
It is called "Road to Recovery in which trained volunte
er drivers
will take cancer patients to and from their life-saving treatme
nts. To
request assistance or information on how to volunteer
to be a driver, call the American Cancer Society 24-hour information
line at I 800-227-2345. For additional information on Road to Recove
ry.
visit cancer.org.

Deadline listed for registration
Murray/Calloway' County Parks announces the final two
weeks
for youth baseball/softball registration. Deadline is March
31 and
the fee is $55 for first child and $5 discounts for additional
children.
Season will run from late April tivough early July. Call
762-0325 or
download the registration form at www.murrayparks.or
g.

Special trip scheduled
• Bank of Cadiz Travel Club has scheduled a trip to Nashvil
e, Ind.,
for July 13 and 14. Places visited will be For Bare Feet
Factory
Tour. Brown Co. Winery Tour and Cabaret Performance.
This will
be motor coach transportation with one night lodging, one
dinner
and breakfast. Deposits must be made by Wednesday. March
31. For
. more information contact Jennifer Eidson at 759-4852 or
stop by the
Murray office at 630 North 12th St.. Murray.

MHS
yearbooks
available
Murray High School has over; stocked yearbooks for sale at a
reduced price. Classes of 2001,
-2004, 2005, 2006 and 2008 are
, available for $20. There are still
'a few 2009 yearbooks available
'for $40. These yearbooks may
be p. urchased in the high school
Office.

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care 01
assistance with a loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or rfamra at

friirerraceof Murray

I-Li

753-7109
and let us help you with both the
are and the tinanctal atiskunce

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Gallimore - in 1960
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Myron Gallimore
will be honored with a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, March 20, from 2 to
4 p.m. at Puryear United Methodist Church
Christian Life Center, 114 W. Chestnut
St., Puryear, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited.
Their children are hosting the event and
request that guests not bring gifts.

Kindergarten registration
set at Murray Elementary'
Registration for Murray
Elementary kindergarten will be
Tuesday, March 30 from 5 6:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria
at I I I Broach Ave. Children
who will be five years old on or
before Oct. 1, 2010 are eligible
to enroll in Kindergarten.
Registration packets will be
available in the school office
beginning March 23 if you wish
to pick one up prior to registration. You may bring completed
packets to the school office on
or before registration night.
Please bring these items to
registration:
A
current
Kentucky
Preventative
Health
Care
Examination form.
A
Kentucky
Dental
Screening/Examination Form
completed by a dentist. dental
hygienist, physician, registered

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Gallimore - in 2010

Mr. Galiimore and the former Mar- and Ruth
Gallimore of Puryear.
garet Louise Williams were married March
Their two *children are Rodney Myron
19. 1960, at the Roy 8t Sammie Goldston House in Paris, Tenn., with Bro. Gallimore and wife, Molly. and Patty
Billy Gallimore officiating. Their attendants Machell O'Dell and husband. Steve, all
were Evelyn Ayers and Larry Joe Gal- of Puryear.
limore.
Their grandchildren are Joshua and Jacob
Mrs. Gallimore. a homemaker. is the Gallirnore of Puryear, Jeremiah Maynard
daughter of the late Eunice and Marelle of Paris, Tenn.. and Amanda Fuller
and
Williams of Hazel. Mr. Gallimore. a life husband, Chris, of
Huntington. Tenn. One
long farmer, is the son of the late Ross great-g
randdaughter is Chloe Fuller.

irM 71/2/20ur2C'elnefil

nurse. advanced registered nurse
practitioner or physician's assistant will be required by Jan. I.
2011.
A current Kentucky immunization certificate.
A Kentucky eye examination
from an optometrist or ophthalmologist.
A copy of your child's social
security card.
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Morrow of Dexter are the parents of
a son.
A copy of your child's offi- Taylor Andrew Morrow. born on
Friday, March 5, 2010, at 1:07
cial state birth certificate.
a.m.
On registration night we will
The baby weighed 9 pounds 3 ounces and measured 20 inches.
take your information, answer The mother is the former
Crystal Stations. A sister is Elizabeth
any questions you may have, Anne.
and give you the opportunity to
Grandparents are Noah Junior and Patsy Stations of Dexter
and
visit PI classrooms and meet Ottis and
Patsy Morrow of Benton. Mo.
the teachers. Janet Caldwell.
principal will be available to
answer any questions you may
have. Please call at 753-5022 if
you have any questions.

Taylor Andrew Morrow

'Know Your Heart' seminar
scheduled here on Friday

Evans awarded for
academic excellence
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- placed on the Honor roll.
Keela Evans of Almo. Ky., has
At the ed of each semester,
been honored at Lipscomb students who make
perfect
University
for
academic grades for the semester while
achievement during the fall taking at least 12
credit hours
semester 2009, according to are named to the Provost
List.
Dr. Craig Bledsoe. provost.
Students who achieve a grade
Evans, a Calloway County average of 3.5 to 3.99 are
named
High School graduate and com- to the Honor Roll.
munication major. has been

I hc community' is ins ited to
attend a "Know Your Heart"
spiritual gifts assessment seminar Friday at 7 p.m. at Harvest
Land Ministries. located on the
comer of Doran Road and
Plainview Drive, sponsor of the
event.
The seminar is designed to
assess the gifts God has placed
within each person. If anyone

has ever questioned what his or
her gifts are. this is the perfect
opportunity to receive help in
discovering or confimiing them.
Persons hay,ing questions or
would like to preregister for the
seminar may call the church at
(270)759-5107 or e-mail to pastormichael@harvestlandministries.org.
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Our annual
Spring Open House
March 18th - 20th

20% off Storewide
Sidewalk Sale
50-75% off
Store Hours: Mon - Fn. 10:00 am 6:00 pm
Sat. 10:00 am - 4:00 pm

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAN
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

20% OFF
Jackson & Perkins Roses
FREE SEMINAR
"Pruning: The Art of Gardening(Brunch Will Be Served)

Saturday, March 20th at 10 a.m.

1205 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1851
www.elementsoficy.com
ire trade.,("re
Ifiu-Ter,1.4,xe

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5
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Winners of MAG's 22nd annual juried competition anno
unced

WWW

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild's annual juried exhibition Visual Evidence
will be on exhibit at the Robert O. Miller Conference Center through
March 26. The exhibition includes over 80 pieces by forty artists
from our region.
'The exhibition includes work in wood. fibers, oils, photography,
jewelry, printmaking. drawing and ceramics. This year's juror
Jennifer Fairbanks, director of Gallery 109 & Fairbanks Studio said.
-I was greatly impressed by dte diversity and quality of the artwork
submitted and the uniqueness of the artist's voices being express
ed.
The exhibition as a whole exemplifies achievement in creative
vision and risk taking, artistic expressiveness and technical proficiency."
Awards were presented to the following artists:
• Best of Show went to Roy Davis and Mary Cates for "Coffin
with Hand Woven Lining."
• The "I Have an Idea" First Place in Painting went to Joy
Thomas for "Hannah's Hat."
• Second Place Painting went to Rick Mjos for "Still Life with
Mirror."
vra•inFirst Place in Drawing and Printmaking went to Michelle St.

Photo provided
Pictured above are the 2010 Visual Evidence awarci
winners. (left to right) Michelle St.Vrain, Josh Riley,
Stacey Reason, Phyllis
Russell, Bryan Warner, Casey Bradley. Beverl
y Kietzke, Tom Jackson. Annette Owsley, Mary
Cates. Mary Fuhrmann, Anne
Sacora and Joy Thomas. Not pictured are Roy
Davis, Rick Micas, Gregory Scptt Cook and Robin
Martin-Holmes.

Arts in the Region
• Jennifer Fox and the
Pillowfighters will perform at the
Big
Apple
Cafe
tonight
(Thursday). Music starts at 9
psu, ThaLt .is a c'eyer cherge
arid vt,,!.ext';.t ;. showi are limited
10 Agate:IN older,

`Crazy Heart: Friday through
Sunday For details and show
times. visit www maidenalleycinema.org

• Second Place. in Drawing and Printmaking went to Casey
Bradley for "The."
• First Place in Ceramics and Sculpture went to Annette Owsley
for "Standing as One."
•Second Place in Ceramics and Sculpture went to Josh Riley for
"Woodfired Teapot."
• First Plage in Photography and Computer Arts went to Robin
Martin-Holmes for "Generations."
• Second Place in Photography and Computer Ans went
to
Phyllis Russell for "Untitled."
• First Place in Fiber Arts and Mixed Media went to Mary
Cates
for "Shroud."
• Second Place in Fiber Arts and Mixed Media went to Gregor
y
Scott Cook for "Medicated."
• Best Nude Figurative Award went to Anne Sacora
for
"Maranda."
• Second in Nude Figurative went to Tom Jackson for "Figur
e
Study."
• Merit Awards went to Stacey Reason for "Interruptive Fluidit
y:"
Bryan Warner for "Familial Inspiration:" Mary Fuhrma
nn fbr
"Snowy Afternoon" and Beverly Kietzke for "Digital Neckla
ce."
For additional information on this exhibit or the Munay
Ari
Guild. contact the Guile! office at 753-4059 or murrayartguild
.org.
The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts agency,
supports the
Murray Art Guild with state dollars and federal fundin
g from the
Nanonai Endowment *the Arts

Casting Crowns coming to Murray

Special to the Ledger
lauded at No. I on the Nielsen
AM
and five- SrtendSean
Current
:ink'
ard- winning
qltemporany Chnstiali Album
Group
of
ttte
`tibar
C4stin
g
Ctrari
44ipi
tod
•DratfenviHe's Kentuoky
'rep 200 chalgislt
presents the -You Can Be a Crowns wal perform tit p
Saturday. April 3 at -Mtfrray Palrytrilf0 No
oils.
Star" talent search at 7:30 p.m. State
University's Regional
The Atlanta-based Casting
each Saturday through April 3. Special Events Center
.
Crowns has established itself as
For tickets. call (270) 527-3869
The group has continued its tite
top-selling
artist ' in
or 1-388-459-8704.
hIghly-succehful "Until- The Contemporary Christi
an music
Whole World Hears" Tour in in recent years. To date.
all of
• The PAPA (Paducah Area 41 more cities this spring. It the band's projects are RIAA
kicked
off
on Feb. 4. in Kansas certrfted. with a monster tally of
Painters Alliance) gallery has a
new show that runs through April City, Mo.. the tour features a two RIAA platinum albums,two
Casting Crowns
27 at 124 Broadway St. in brand new lineup with special R1AA platinum DVDs. two
Paducah. All work is original by guests Kutless on dates in RIAA gold albums and a gold a message of hope
acros
approximately 100 million peoFebruary' and March. and DVD. The group has generat
ed America at a critical time. We
local area artists and many of
ple in nearly 100 countries by
Tenth Avenue Nonh rounding nine No. I songs at radio
includthe pieces are for sale.
are excited to provide a platform tackling the causes
out the tour's final segment of ing the latest single, the
of poverty
title cut for this band and want to
and injustice. Casting Crowns
shows in April and May. Indic from "Until The Whole
World encourage people to bring their
To add an event to the arts rock band CALEB. featuring Hears.
has helped to generate a total of
" Remarkably, the band's neighbors and
friends to hear the 44,334 child sponsorships
calendar. contact Hawkins brothers Caleb and Will seven membe
for
rs also continue to message in song
this spring."
World Vision to date.
Teague at 753-1916 or Chapman. will also join thc work in student ministr
y in the
Promot
er
Greg
Carnes
The
openin
of
g
act,
tour
roster.
CALEB
hteague hnurrayledgercom.
,an
Atlanta area. with lead vocalist Sugar
Spring Productions adds, independent rock band out of
The spring leg of the "Until Mark Hall serving as a full-ti
me "Casting Crowns continues to Franklin, Tenn., with founders
The Whole World Hears" Tour youth pastor. Casting Crown
s deliver worship music that is songwriter/frontman
Caleb
follows a well-received, 41-city tours and records around
its touching folks in such a way that Chapman and drummer Will
run of fall dates on which weekly cornmitment to mentor
Chapm
an.
CALEB is musical
- it has never been about a concert
parts alternative, rock and
Casting Crowns played in front ing teens.
or entertainment, but more like with pondering lyrics that pOp
of nearly 150,000 people at mulask
"This year, we had sold-out being
at church. We have been and answer big questions in life,
tiple sell-out performances. The and near-capacity crowds
in six promoting Crowns concerts and do so with inspiring
sprtng tour also comes on the cities with Casting Crowns
," since they came on the scene melodies that easily get caught
heels of the record-breaking says concert promoter Dan
Fife and we are big believers in their in your head. Ultimately ale
release of the band's new studio of Awakening Events,
LLC. ministry. That is why we contin- heart of the band beats to create
music that's accessible to everyalbum,"Until The Whole World "Every night the ministr
y is ue to do so, and look forward to one while
Hears," which recently sold strong and we walk away
maintaining artistic
hear- this next tour in 2010."
integrity sand honesty. For more
more than 167.000 copies in its ing stories where attendees
were
The tour is sponsored by information, go to www.calefirst week. making Casting blessed and received a messag
bchapman.com.
e
Crowns the highest-debuting that changed their lives. think Christian humanitarian organiFor tickets, call www.itickI
zation
World
Vision ets.com or I-800Christian music artist in the new CD is giving Castin
%5-9324. Por
g
SoundScan history The album Crowns an opportunity to carry (ww w.world vision org). World more information, call 809Vision provides assistance to 4895.

• Playhouse in the Park presents "Dearly Departed' at 7:30
p m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday through Sunday. For
tickets. visit vnvw.playhouseinthepark.net or call 759-17,52.
• The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra performs "Exhibitions
v. at Paducah's Carson Center
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. For tickets.
visit
vnvw.thecarsoncenter org or c,all
(270) 444-0065.
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents

Restaurant & merino
(270)76'2-0040
NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
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Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
▪

* *

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Remodeled Game Koc.)m
with Big Screen
HD TV and 5urround Sound!

New Private Room

;reat for Birthdays, Wedding Rehears,
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
•

*

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till
Close
Thi5 Week: Tony Louge
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6
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EXPO CLA71R

THURSDAY APRIL 15 • 7:30Pm
Tickets at 11017 Expo Center. Tickets.rotn mad 111114112-11251.
Group discotutts at d77-5474926
latfo at 270-8010125, nurrnrystate rd. mad lir.rawer root
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Murray Central Park E3all Field5
in Murray, KY
Saturday, April 3, 2010
11:00 a.m.
Vkp &olio TI/OPS'AIVDS ofogre(ma an ayes tip tx,
ye fire vrelemee! Thorp'is fro charm
*to fornt.. .
jtrgt mark;your irofeentiorrotNi get
rooky r
The *Great 913 Eggetravaganza" from Save-A-L
ot Food Stores, fnt
Plaid Rabbit, Dank of Cadiz and Truet Company,
Rightway Nureery.
Taco Johns in Murray, Benton & Mayfield, The
MurraylCalloway
County Parke and Recreation Department. The
Murray Calloway
County Hoepital, Straterneyer Media and 98.3,
K98.
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NCAA TOURNAMENT

WHEN: Today, 1:30 p.m. WHERE: HP Pavi
lion; San Jose, Calif.
Who:(4) Vanderbilt vs. (13) Murray State
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Murray State warms up on the HP Pavili
on fioor during their practice session
in San Jose, Calif
first round of the NCAA Tournament today
at 1:30 p.m.

RACERS ARE TRENDY PICK, BUT
PLAYERS TAKING ATTENTION IN STRIDE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
NCAA Tournament
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Just when
Murra
y Statt. vs. Vanderbilt
the Racers thought things couldn't get
Wise: 30 p m today
any harder for them in the NCAA
When: -IP Pavilion i San Jose
Toumament as a No. 13 seed, Seri. Recent: Vanderbilt leads 3-1
itecents.: MSU 30-4. VU 24-8
President Barack Obama picks Line:
Vanderbilt is a 4 5 point lavorne
Murray State to upset No. 4 seed
Last klestio Vandy beat MSU 74-57 back in
1988
Vanderbilt today.
°mat
Slate has one von in the tour
Murray State has one of its hest games Murray
That came in 1946 at home when
teams in the 1:1.:t two decades and is MSU won 53-34
trying to do something that hasn't
Today's
been done since 1988 — win a first- "(7)13VU vs 1(3i) NCAA Schedule
Florida 11 20 a m
round NCAA Tournament game.
16) Notre Dame vs (11)04d Dominion 11 25
am
Maybe you can blame it on the (2) Villanova vs (15) Robert Moms 11 30 a m
*.(4) Vanderbilt vs (13) Murray St 1 30 p
m
California weather, but as of (2)
Kansas St vs (15) North Texas 1 40 p m
Wednesday, not much was shaking (3) t3aylor vs (14)Sam Houston
St. 1 45 p m
(7)
Richmon
d vs (10) Saint Mary's 1 50 p m
these Racers as they look to play the
(5) Butler vs (12) UTEP 3 45 p
role of underdog, despite being the (8) UNLV vs (9) Northern
Iowa 6 10 p m
flashy upset pick of many experts '
,Mt) Kentucky vs (16) East Tenn St 6 15
pm
(6)
Marquett
e
vs
(11)
Washing
ton 6.20 p m
across the country.
(3) Georgetown vs (14) Ohio 6 25 p m
"I think this is the first game all (1) Kansas vs (16) Lehigh 8 30 p
m
year that we don't have any pres- (8) Texas vs (9) Wake Forest 8 35 p m
New Mexico vs (14) Montana 8:40 p m
sure," MSU junior guard B.J. Jenkins (3)
'N6) Tennessee vs (11) San Diego St.
845 p m
said. "Right now, we're just enjoying
ourselves and trying to make some • — teievxsed on KFVS(12)
— televised on WTVF (5)
noise and having fun. Hopefully, we
can pull it off. but we're not buying to win the other
34 games. It's a busiinto any of the hype and we're treat- ness approach,
but I'm glad he picked
ing it as any other game. This one just us.
happens to be on a bigger stage."
"This is my first time here, and I
Racer big man Ivan Aska heard hope it's not my last,
but I'm going to
what the President said — "I like treat it like it's
my last."
Murray State" — and said thc leader
The Racers held their national
of the free world is entitled to his media day Wedne
sday at HP Pavilion
opinion.
in downtown San Jose. Murray State
Aska's opinion: "Go and win a was one of the first
teams to show up
ballgame."
on ESPN News during a live broad"We're just coming out herc to try cast.
and get a win," the sophomore said.
le See RACERS,8A
"The same way we went out and tried

MICHAEL

DANN / Ledger & TiMes
Wednesday. The Racers, a 13 seed. take
on Vanderbilt, a 4 seed, in the

MICHAEL DANN /
Ledger 8 Times

Murray State junior guard Isacc
Miles is stretched
out by strength
and conditioning
coach
Nathan
Young prior to the
team's
shootaround at
the HP Pavilion
Wednesday
in
San Jose. Calif.

MICHAEL DANN
LadGer & Time,

Members of the
Murray
State
Racers hang out
in their locker
room prior to the
tea m's
shootaround
Wednesday afternoon
at
HP
Pavilion in San
Jose. Calif. The
No. 13 seeded
Racers will play
the No. 4 seed
Vanderbilt
Commodores
today at 1:30
p rn. in the West
Regional's first
round.
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S.12th St.• Murray, KY•753-3415
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KENTUCKY SPORTS SCOREBOARD
tbe first in

Wednesday s Scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS BASKETBALL
State Tournament
First Round
Christian Co. 70 Newport 51
Lou Ballard 90. Shelby Co 80

eror Mu
0i/C Basaetbail Scores
C81 Tournament
Morehead St 74. Cororado Si 60
Coll of Charleston 82, Eastem
Kentucky 79

responsi
tnserbon
ed
be made

NCAA TOURNAMENT:
(1 ) KENTUCKY VS.(2)EAST TENN.ST $.1 I

Calipari trying to keep
young Wildcats calm

MICHAEL DANN /
Ledger & Times

(Top left) Members
of the Flacer men's
basketball
team
huddle around the
flat screen in their
locker
room
Wednesday
as
MSU junior guard
isacc Miles is seen
on ESPN News
during the team's
press conference.
(Top right) Palm
trees line a street
in San Jose.
(Lett) Murray State
coach
Billy
Kennedy is surrounded by players
during the team's
shootaround
Wednesday.

By BRETT MARTEL
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) John Calipari has coached in
enough NCAA tournaments to
know that youth can be more of
a liability at this time of year
than any other.
With the talent he has in
freshmen such as John Wall,
Eric Bledsoe and DeMarcus
Cousins, a lack of tournament
experience doesn't have to be
an issue. The problem, Calipari
said, is that you never know.
"When you have a team this
young, you're in the surviveand-advance mode," Calipari
said Wednesday, the day before
his No. 1-seeded Wildcats (322) were slated to open tournament play against 16th-seed
F,ast Tennessee State (20-14).
"What we're talking about
and the message I've given the
team: Land the plane." Calipari
said. "There's storm, there's
lightning, people drinking their
"hater-ade" and coming at you.
There are going to be things
written and said. It's all coming
at you. ... We're not worried
about score and who scoies and
what. Just land the plane and
move on."
ETSU just might be the type
of team to create a turbulent
first-round ride for the
Wildcats, given their recent history. Only one year ago. the
Buccaneers gave then No. 1-

NCAA Tournament
Kentucky vs.
East Tennessee State
Whoa 6 15 p m. tonight
Whim Hew Orleans Arena
IV: CBS
lbenrdu UK 34-2(13-2, SEC); ETSU
20-‘4 (13-7, Attantic Sun)
am Kentucky is a 19.5 point favonte

seed Pittsburgh a scare, trailing
59-57 with a little more than
four minutes to go before
falling 72-62.
"We've got good history in
the toumament of playing close
games," ETSU coach Murry
Bartow said."Several years ago
we played Cincinnati in the first
round. We lost by tttree. Last
year we played Pittsburgh, and
that game went right to the wire
or at least down to the last three
or four minutes."
So far, a 16th-seeded team
has never beaten a top seed.
Inexperienced as Wall may be,
he's aware of that statistic, and
apparently savvy enough not to
let it give him too much confidence.
"It enters your mind. You
don't want to be the first school
to lose to a 16 seed," Wall said.
-We're just going in, listening
to everything coach is telling
us, preparing for the game, not
overlooking no team. You never
know what could happen. They
could come out and hit a lot of
shots and they might get the
lead and feel confident."
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MSU ROUNDUP

Early runs help 'Breds over SIU
THREE HOME RUNS LIFT SOFTBALL
OVER SIU EDWARDS'VILLE
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State offense
pushed across seven runs in the
first three innings and Jake
Donn limited Southern Illinois
to three runs over seven innings
as the Breds won their third
game in a row with an 8-3 victory over the Salukis Wednesday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
The Salukis(5-11) got on the
board in the first inning as they
loaded the bases on a pair of singles and a walk. The damage
was minimized as SIU got two
runs on back-to-back fielder's
choices off the bats of Tyler
Bullock and Nick Johnson.
The Breds(8-8) responded in
the home-half of the inning as
Zach Noonan and Elliot Frey
singled to start the inning. Wes
Cunningham followed by. lacing
an RBI single to center. After a
sacrifice bunt from Jason Laws,
Daniel Hill drove in two runs
with a single to center field.
MSU added to its lead in the
second as Brandon Elliott singled up the middle, Noonan singled through the right side and
Frey walked.
Cunningham
drove in his second run of the
game as he beat out a chopper to
third, before Laws drove in a
run with a fielder's choice. Hill
drove in the third run of the
inning with a single through the
left side.
The Breds added to the lead
in the third as Noonan hit a solo
home run to left, his first of the

season.
SIU got a run back in the seventh when Aaron Roberts
reached on a fielding error, stole
second and went to third on a
wild pitch. Blake Pinnon drove
in the run with a sacrifice tly to
left field.
Breds got the run back in
the eighth as Noonan drew a
leadoff walk and went to third
on Cunningham's double down
the left-field line. Laws drove in
Noonan with a soft grounder to
second.
Donze(2-2)earned the victory as he allowed three runs, two
earned, on six hits and three
strikeouts over seven innings.
Cody Forsythe (0-2) took the
loss after allowing seven runs,
five earned, in one-plus inning.
Noonan paced the Breds by
going 3-for-4 with an RBI and
four runs scored. Cunningham
continued to swing a hot bat by
going 3-for-5 with a double and
two RBIs. Hill finished the day
going 2-for-4 with three RBIs.
The Breds return to action
Friday afternoon as they welcome Mid-Continent for the
start of a three-game series.
First pitch is set for 2 p.m. at
1--Tw1.1
Wilson's two-hoxne-run day
propels Racers past SI11
Edwardsville
The Murr, State softball
team earned its second-straight
victory with a 9-1 win over S1U
Edwardsville in five innings at

Racer Field at Murray-Calloway
County Park on Wednesday.
Junior Taylor Wilson led the
team offensively with the first
two home runs of her career.
Freshman Ellyn Troup also
added a home run, as one of her
three hits on the day. Junior
Kristen Broadway pitched a
complete game for the Racers
(4-10) in the circle, while
recording two strike outs and
allowing only three hits.
"Taylor Wilson has been hitting very and has been confident
at the plate all season," said
head coach Jay Pyron. "She got
a couple of really good pitches
today that she made the most of
them."
The game remained scoreless
until the bottom of the third
when Wilson started the inning
off with a home run down the
left field line. Two batters later
junior Jenna Bradley drew a
walk and was on second after
stealing when Troup came to
bat. Troup hit a homer to center
field on the ninth pitch at her atbat to give MSU a 3-0 lead.
After SIU Edwardsville put
one rtm on the board in the top
of the fourth, the Racers added
three more mils in the bottom of
the fourth. Junior Stephanie
Mattocks drew a walk to lead
off the inning and then stole second. Cox drew a second walk,
which brought up Wilson.'Then
it was deja vu as Wilson hit a
shot down the left field line for
her second home run of the day
and the year. The three-run
homer game MSU a 6-1 advantage.
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FUTURES GOLF Wig

arch Madness
Futures Style

00
25 Everyday!

( 18 Holes w/Cart)

Futures Golf atill
731-247-3221
Located 9 miles North ot Paris. TN and 12 miles South ot Murray. KY on Hwy.
641
Toni South at caution light in Puryear - 1 mile.

•Racers
From Page 7A
his video cell phone, not letting
In thc locker room, members a moment pass him by.
"I'm just trying to capture all
of the team couldn't help but
gather around the flat screen to the moments I can. This is a
see and listen to Isacc Miles, special occasion and we're
Tony Easley and Danero enjoying this," he said.
Billy Kennedy, on the other
Thomas answer questions from
hand, had a roll of the eyes
a national media throng.
"This is fun. You have to when he learned of the shenanienjoy these moments," Georges gans going on prior to the
Fotso said as he carried around team's shootaround at the

'Shark Tank.'
"'They are enjoying the
moment," he said. "Some of
that is good and some of that is
a concern. We've got a mature
group, I just hope we don't lose
focus. Vanderbilt is very good.
"We've never played a team
as good as Vanderbilt. They will
be the best team we have played
all year."
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NI urray Calloway Transit Authonty will host
...bilk hearing meeting on March 31. 2010 at 9 ,'•
.0 m at the Murray Calloway Transit Authority a:
111I Transit Way in Murray Kentucky 'Fhe
meeting will discuss routes and the 5311,5309
programs operating and capital grants on behalf of
Murray and Calloway Marshall, and Graves
Counties in the Purchase Region for the period of
July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011
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DEADLINES

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified
Department at
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morri
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell
s
Ave.- Office Hour,
,: Nlonday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

keep
!aim
ky vs.
;see State

-a

I il"-.1"1 NN
Sa.50 Coluniri inch, 60”;. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ails Adust Run Within b Day Period.)
51.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopp
ing Guide)

4. STATE

mament

THURSDAY
MARCH 18, 2010

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ON'LY
$75.00 PER

moNTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and cornpa.
nies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for thetr
activities.
TURKEY
litINTERS
Witt LEASt YOi.
LAND 10 FON1
0.1. 10,7
•Li
• -LIN.
tic./
"11. ATE' rett Tt.
Ctri
(2701 293-9781
. (270)436-2626

IMMEDIATE OPENING,
NEED EXTRA CASH'
)
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application cit
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave:-

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
RN/LPN for Cardiology Physician Practice

Full-time, day position, M-IP. Critir.al
Care/Cerd101011Y
background required.

Registered Nurse openings In Med/S

urg
Pull-time 7a-7p and 7p-7a with every other
weekend
required.
DRG coder

050
YN, !
Auto Insurance
Low down payments
David Ramey
7
41
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requesteo to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immealiatery
so corrections can
be made.

PRN days. five years hospital experience
in coding
and/or completion of coding program. RIM,
KUM CC'',
or CCS-P preferred.

LpstandF°und
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glao to nelp.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

ericellent salary and benefit pack.sge Submit
resumes to JPrei
Human Resources Department or tax to 270-25
1-4507
Jackson Furchase medical Ceriter
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle, Mayeeld, KY 42066
EEO

IPLACEST0WORK

Call 753-1916
Help Wanted
CAR wash attendant.
Some
mechanical
skills
required.
Retirees
welcome!
573-380-4504.
CHILDCARE;
preschool teachers appiy
at Christian Childcare
Center. 810 Whitnelt by
Neon Beach. 767-1177

PARTS SALESMAN
Full tune position available for part. sales at ai
agricultural dealership. One ),ear part, sale.
experience preferred Competitive wage and
benefit package Senous inquiries only
Equal Opportunity Employer
Send resumes to: H & R Agri-Power.
P 0 Box 432. Maxfield, K1 .02066
PRECISION AG SPECIAUST
Local agricintural dealership is seeking a full
time precision ag specialist. Indiveluals must
be self-motivated. hard working and maintain a
good attitude. Pnmary responsibility will be the
installation and servicing of precision ag
products which may include on-farrn visits.
We offer full benefits and competitive wages
Equal Opportunity Employer
Send resumes to: H & Agri-Power,
P 0 Box 432, Mayfield. KY 42066

TEMPORARY HORTlt L LTL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY1t0396246(8 OPENINGS)
BF&G ASSOCIATION MURRAY, KY
04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 ICY,0396244 17 OPENINGS)
TOMMY EIJUNS. MURRAY, KY
04-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KY.0396284 18 OPENINGS)
KDWLD FARMS MURRAY, KY
04-28-10 TO 12-15-10 KYS0396600(8 OPENINGSI
G&G TOBACCO ASSOCIATION MURRAY. KY
04-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY00396551 (13 OPENINGS,
RICHARD SMOTHERMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY
05-28-10 TO 11-20-10 KY/0396581 (8 OPENINGS0
JOSH SYKES HAZEL, KY
04-25-10 TO 12-04-10 KYS0.396722 :7 OPENINGS)
DWAIN BELL MURRAY. ICY
TOBACCO/ FARM LABOFtER/ NURSERY
LABORER wage S7.2548.00 HR. 3/4 contract hours
guaranteed. all tools and equip. at no charge.
Housing provided for those beyond commuting at no
cost Transportation and subsistence pay, after 50%
of contract completed. Transport Dailey to worksite.
Apply for this job at the nearest office of State
Workforce Agency in this state Using job order
numbers above with a copy of this advertisement.
Subject to random drug test at employers cost.

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
Hemy County Medical Center is seeking a Staff
Accountant. The Staff Accountant will work with
other members of the Accounting Department
and other Department Directors. The Staff
Accountant is responsible for coordinahon and
maintenance of the General Ledger. statistics,
property management, and preparing
departmental operahons reports.
Interested candidates must have a Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting or Finance and have a
monirnum of hvo years general accounting
expenence. Healthcare accounting experience
preferred.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision. dental and
retirement. Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person
Henry County Medicat Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
colvenethcmc-tri,org
EOE

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KYe0396720 8 OPENINGS
JONES KEY ASSOCIATION MUIRRAY, ICY
105-25-10 TO 12-01-10 KY*0396584 18 OPENINGS!
STEELE FARMS MURRAY, KY
1)5-25-10 TO 12-15-10 KY010396735 18 OPENINGS,
STEDELIN FARMS MURRAY,KY
, i5-25-10 TO 12-24-10 KYrr0396583(7 OPENINGS.
COLEMAN FARMS MURRAY, KY
(05-25-10 TO 12-20-10 K5..00396861 7 OPENINGs.
GARY HERNDON FARMS HAZEI.. KY
104-25-10 TO 12-31-10 KYK.1397026'7 OPENIN
FUTRELL - FUTRELL FARMS FARMINGTON
04-20-10 TO 12-31-10 KY#039690 I !Itl OPENINGS'
ME&M FARMS MURRAY. KY
TOBACCO/ FARM LABORER' NaliSERY
LABORER WAGE S7 251.8 00 HR :V4 contract
hours guaranteed. all tools and equip. at no charge
Housing provided for those beyond commuting at n'
cost. Transpurtation and suhststenre pay. after 50'i
of contract completed Transport Dailey to worksite
Apply for this
at the nearest office of State
Workforce Agency in this state Using job order
numbers above with a coo of this advertisement
Subject to random dnig test at eniployers cost

CLASS A CDL dump
truck dnver needed
759-0501.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help warned" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listing.
an the jobnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Plea_se call
us it you hase any
questions regarding
the Murray area
bstings Thank you
DR:VER position
Well established company is talung applications tor the Hardin
area. Applicants must
be dependable, hard
working and relate well
with
customers.
Seeking dnver for local
deliveries with a class
A CDL. Excellent benefits.
Please
send
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Harchn, KY 42048
FARMER'S Choice
Feedmill. Pert-time
position.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office
FIRST Baptist Church
of Clinton KY is seeking a full time pastor
Resume accompanied
by CD/DVD may be
sent to Pastor Search
Committee 32f)
Mayfield Rd Clinton
KY 42031
PART-TIME landscape
design and layout.
293-3161.

TEMPORARY:
o
openings. 10 Tobacco
& Hay/Straw & Genera
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer:
Michael & Charles
Palmer
and
Blu
Norsworthy - Calloway
& Graves Counties, KY
Dates:
4/16/201012/15/2010
Wages:
$7.25 - 8.00/hour. 3/4
of hours listea on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all iob specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/ur alcohol tests May be
requiisd to submit to a
criminal tackground
check Apply for this
lob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0398286.
TEMPORARY: # of
openings, 6 Tobacco
& Hay/Straw & General
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer:
Vowell Farms - Weakly
County, TN & Graves
County, KY Dates:
4/17/2010-12/20/2010
Wages'
$7.25
8.00/hour. 3/4 of hours
listed or, lob order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
no cost. Free housing
provided to those vrho
cannot
reasonably
return to their permanent residence each
working
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all Job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
iob at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0396881

NATIONAL Mfg Co
accepting applications
for senior administrative assistant Salary &
profit share Resume
NMC(HR Dept)632 N.
12th St., Suite 168,
Murray, KY 42071

FoTh
P- .7.'e,

BUNG

JUST ARRIVED
Spring & Sumrner ;
Handbags & Jewelry
;
"All New Italian"
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth 4166

Trencis St Treasures Mall

Part-time, will train
Murray Sewing Center
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400
RETAIL MERCHANDISER WANTED to
seroce Hallman(
Products at a Kroger's
at 808 N 12th St and a
Fred s Store at 928 S
12th St in Murray,
KY. To apply, vise
http://halimaritcande
datecare com

Old Uncle Jeff', Building t

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
WARD-ELKINS

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed, 2 bath home
$29.999 delivered and
set Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-564-9429

. 605 E Soot,12tti

(270)753-1713

Noble F4011016 For Rent
CHILDCARE openings
daytime, after-school.
References. reasonable rates, daily preschool activities. weft
balanced meals.
270-226-0205.
270-349-0133.
HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-3253
KIDZTOWN Academy
is
now
accepting
enrollment for children
6wks.-10yrs. Space
aro limited! For more
information check out
our website www.kiztownacaderny.com or
call 761-5439. Located
at 1306 S. 12th St.
WILL care for elderly.
8am-6pm & nights
6pm-8am For days
call 227-4749. For
nights call 293-6190.

3BR $400Yrno.
Includes water & lawncare. 1yr. lease
required.
270-7531219.

CARRAiNAY Furniture
Mattress Sale! Sets
starting at $149.95.
105 N 3rd '7 53-1502
1'30
Fenn Equipment

DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR.
$700/mo includes utilities. 270-7531219.
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

28 Tobacco trailers
and good tobacco
sticks
73' L47-3984 (Eve )

1
2br apts near
downtown Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2 bedroom apartments
available. One year
lease. one month
deposit, no pets Call
753-2905.

' KELLEY'S
, MUSIC

LESSONS

_

Guitar. Piano.
Orpms & more
Play By Earl!!
305 4th St.

978-.1961

2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

RIDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
WanttoBey

LOT $8,500. 753-6012

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

Free
Pallets

3BR. 2BA. very nice.
1800 Valley Dr.
$700/mo. 753-5344.

MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed. 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39,999 Come
and see.
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
,Apartments
1505 Diugual Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-R556
TDD I-800-545-1W
Ext. 283
1:1 Equal
tune,

NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed, 2 Bath House
only $49,999
Delivered and setup.
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes.
731-584-9429

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

A rtcies
TEMPORARY: # of
For Saie
openings. 6 Tobacco
5U-0 gal propane tank,
& Hay/Straw, Row
Crops
&
General $475 obo. All aluminum
4.x6' trailer,
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer: excellent shape. ramp
attached
, $600 obo
Robert B. Hayden Graves County, KY (270) 753-4871.
Dates:
4/20/2010,CHAFFEUR electnc
11/15/2010
Wages: mobility chair.
$7.25 - 8.00/hour. 3/4
Excellent condition
of hours listed on job
with new battenes.
order
guaranteed. $400. 759-433
6 after
Work tools will be pro5:00 pm,
vided at no cost. Free
housing provided to GOLF carts 293-6430
those who cannot rea
LIFT chair. 13"TV, 3
sonably retum to their
trellis' & dorm reingerpermanent residence
ator. 753-4801.
each working day.
Transportation & subWANT to buy: Good
sistence paid when
used Treadmill.
50% of contract is met.
For Sale Gold's Gym
Physically able to meet
stationary bike
& perform all lob speci227 8379-after 3.30
fications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
Loading Dock of
iob at the nearest KY
Murray Ledger
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
& Times
Workforce
Employment Services
First Come
Office using lob order
First Serve
number KY0396331.
Please
No Phone Calls

3BR, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo
+
S700
deposit. 293-5423

vlits11-into
'
4
*
Savings!
1
-,ub,cribe

tc the

111
LEDGER &TI\IES
Horne Delivery
Local Mail
I
I 3
.
.........530.00
1
I 6 nao.
EIN'` ......-"
5•C*
$6.3.00
I I yr..--.-$105.00 6 ni°'
1
I 1 yr.
-$110.00
1
1
1
1

Rest of KY/TN
Tuner 8 Fluctunke

i 3

......

3

6
........$90.00
I yr.--.--$120.00
Check

Money Order

All Other Mail
Sutricriptiotis
.......•-$75.00,1
.........

Visa

M/C

Name
I St Address

lt>te_
IS
Cta
I

Zip

_

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to

•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
' call (2701 753-1916

2B • Thursday, March

18, 2010
Murra

Ledger & Times

Murray I

..111-- IIirlir1W..31,..1
.11-71 W
wommr
w •:
•
.1,
r:IIIV'11191
1,d;.., Zil

1

The Late Jackie Johnson Estate

Between Sharon - Dresden, TN

Sastwelavy, Agw-111 aryl, AM 1 MO°
SLAW_

From Sharon Aiong Hwy 45E. Take Hwy 85 NE 5 Miles
To Rambo Road rum North And Proceed 1
Mile...From Dresden SW Edge At The Jct Ot Hwy 89 &
Hwy 22. Take tirry 89 SW 3 MI** To Rambo Roacl
799 Rambo Road. Sharon TN 38255
111411111113Se M_Illesaairso

assersaDISallOssasits-tmceents

- Orem IRIkateoireoas ID flartaaloacit
IRV. TORS SPRAYER . DOZER JD 7800 Power
I , • - ,..
'',..•,..;-• _Jade,• J0 7800 Power Quart •
JD
4840 • JD 4560 Ml-VVO • JO 4320 Ca
,
opy • IN 1006 •
Aleiroe 230 Sera C,00pe • komoatsu D3-16 Dozer
COMBINE- HEADS - ACCESSORIES JD 9500 wifir
Ast. 2469 Sep Nrs • JD 643 011 Batt Corr Head • JD
920
Platform • J&M Neader Trailer • 'Like New* Ji5M
875
Grain Cart • GSI 12' Transport 60. Swing Auger
PLANTING • TILLAGE - SUPPORT EQUIPMENT !mildew
JD 1790 CCS Seed Delivery 12-231:lamer • JD 750 All Till
15 Dne • 'Like New' Edson 220 Buili Seed
Tender • JD
637 Disc, 26. Hy0 Leveting • JD 980 Field Cutti 26 •
DMI 3100 9 Shank Appicator • Rhino 1800 PTO Ortcher
• 3 Yarcl Del Pan • JD 567 Round Baler. JD 702
10
Wheel Hay Rake • MF 1328 Disc Mower 8 • Grair Pins •
FARM TRUCKS - DUMP TRAILER Includir;
2010 Ford F150 Lariat 4x4 Super Cab 4 Door Pkkup.
Ali Accessones .. With Only 1.90D MILES!
CO • • Settlement Da Of Saia,./3ank Letters A Must,

r--

JA1NIES R. CASH
7Ve5 AUCTI
ONEER .
'FANCY FARM.KY- 270-623-8466

"77-seis L-este• Gt.itts,rics C3rcscipaera
it !Show t a3ir iseeni ScaaatIti Ulf MI &.estester""
&Lir wow, eg ler
From Murray Along livvy 641 South At
Dwair Taylor
Chevrolet, Proceed South 1 5 Mlles To Tom
Tailor
Tian. Turn
Right And Proceed West 1 7 Miies!!
1759 Tom Tayl•ar frail, Murray, KY
42071

S310AS-44 AA=IFt
A Nice Calloway County
ng
Farmland - Pasture - Trees Setti
ing
Homesltes - A Cozy CountryHunt
Home
Tract 2 - 5.063 Acres
Nome lila Gas Nest, Upstairs
, Weil
Barns - Balder - Lakes
lbes Mee Nes leer balyed By The
Grope Feely For Main Years!
Shown By Appointment!!
6.438 Acre;s-1

Tract 1 Super Tract Fronting Tom Taylor TraR
Tract 3 - 1.740 Acres
Great Homeland 1

Tract 4 - 81.96 Acres
FARMLAND
Woods - Pasture - Hunting
&eat Country Living ..So Ciose To Towel!

Down Math A Mlearnom Doposal 01 03.000.00 Pat Treat,
&AMMO In 30 Darn
r---

qamesrcash.com For Iles, Survey And DeteRs1

PUBLIC AUCTION

1
-C1

SATURDAY, AL4RCH 20. 2010.9:00.4M
BI CHASM,TN.01.0 BUCHANAN SCHOOL
i In Gym • From Paris, 1N take Ho, N 6.2 miles to
Buchanan Rd'TN•21111. turn left. ei
mile, turn left cm
Hwy 140 ele 01 miles to Buchanan Post Office turn righL
auction right.
Selling antiques. unique,. odlectible, furniture and kits of
surprise, There is
AN to list es ery thing in this
auction
tsji our wet-rote ....,,,dostigial raurpeerlogi
ERY PARTIAL LISTING PERSONAL PROPERTY
Early Amencan style sofa. Hoosier style cabinet,
wicker furniture. book case shelving. Eight O'clock
Bunn coffee mactune. old cigar press, new stove tops,
gas & electnc. under courtier dish washers. new
hoods. old primitive cabinets, new 18- range. new
30- range, new electnc range cooking elements,
Kenmore side by side refrigerator. 5 drawer oak
chest. (21 old Coke coolers, Coke chest cooler, gray.
granite pot. oak porch swing. old Ford Gum & Ball
machine. (2.i old dental display cabinets. cherry drop
leaf table, Duncan Phyfe. 2 rolls oew fence wire. copper fire extinguisher. new double sinks. old
Magnavox entertainment center, RCA tube chest, old
egg basket. new TV. Duncan Phyfe drop leaf lamp
table, wicker bottom chau-s, old prinutive boxes &
tables. new mattresses. twin & full brass bed. old
electric lamps. old electric Aladdin lamp. copper
bucket, copper tub, coffee gnnder. Sunshine cookie
& craaei display rack. 10 gat milk can. White
Mountain ice cream freezer, set of Guardian Service
cookware. old oak arrn chairs, Calivar ice box
Chattanooga. assorted globes. old wooden candy
bucket. old trunks. old wooden boxes w/ advertisement. Coleman lantern & stoves, tool boxes. oid baby
huggy. wash board. old piano stool. high back. old
well pump. old medical exam table.
and MUCH. MUCH MORE.
lunCP
Nor Raiponsta• Accatents
Yonne Contibons Conviess sablenwni day of aucron Prot" on
:AS. CA-5M*.S CRECY PERSON, CHECK
Nor CURRENT
BANE LETTER Of CREW guaranissav psynbied mode
K. Doug
boa,4i,..,Nnn Serer.'squired tr, ALL panons rc4 pone:Ray
bY
Ns a...a,.

1303

SOk1C1

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-EA8-6056
ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Drive,
with yard. Just redecorated. Fridge, stove. 2
new AC units. No pets.
$300 rent.
Water/sewer/trash
paid by landlord. 270
767-1176.
111jIldalc %partnieni•

[

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

siiz
rit your needs
Located hs
From radio station
7

97-9-98

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
Mair
:.- 70) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

:
11)11
Ual

Storage Rentals

\

.

Houses POI Reri

2BR 2BA. no pets no
lease required
$425mo 753-3949

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

F145181

BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-62343466
THE SELLING MA(

IINI

INSTRUCTIONAL

FSBO: 3BR, 2BA
ranch style home.
1600sq.tt. with two car
garaite and fenced in
back yard. 102
Oakwood Circle.
Oakwood Terrace
Subdivision off Oaks
Country Club Rd.
5135.500. 759-0707.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
*DIVORCE with or without Children $125. With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement.
Fast and easy Call us
24hrsi 7 days: 1-888789-0198,
UAW/ CourtDivorceServi
ce.com

IMMACULATE
brick
home, completely new •One order One check,
throughout new C/A/H One smart move! Save
unit, roof, appliances, time and money by
hardwood
floors making one call to
throughout, 3BR, 2BA place a 25-word classidetached garage on 2 fied in 70 Kentucky
large lots $98,000. newspapers for only
$250. For more infor753-9887
mation, contact the
LARGE horne in coun- classified department of
try with acreage 5 to this newspaper or call
85,6 BR, 6.5 BA. pool. KPS 1-502-223-8821
gym. play rooms, large
AUTOMOBILES
decks, patio, lots of out
buildings, 3 acre lake. •Automotive Parts
good hunting & fishing. Swap Meet & Car Sale.
559-2032.
All Make & Model- All
Indoor- 700 spaces
NEW home 3 BR, 2 MARCH 28, Indiana
BA. 2 car garage, State Fairgrounds,
patio, cathedral ceil- Indianapolis, IN 8amings. concrete drive. 3pm. Info:
708-563energy efficient fea4300
tures. Rebates still WWW.Supe
rSuridaylndy.
available. 210-3781 or
com
559-2032
BUSINESS
SERVICES

New 2-4
Bedroom homes ia
Riverflekt Estates.
58G
pre
Rr
issi
I =rty

•FREE 6 Room DISH
Network Satellite
System! FREE HDOVA! $19.99.Tho 120+
Digrtal Channels (for
lyr.) Call Now- $400
Signup I3onus! 1-86E240-3844

293-7872
fIC

5,109 Square Foot Home For Sale

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•NEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLumberMate-Pro handles logs 34" diameter
mills boards 28" wide
Automated quick-cyclesawing increases efficiency up to 40%!
tiveNv N orwoodSawm ills
comi3OON 1-800-661
7746 Ext 300N

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray
Downstairs- Living Room. den, kitchen,
2BR, study, 2-1 /2BA.
Upstairs- Master BR, Living Room. 2BR,
2BA, 2 car garage, spacious yard.
Call owner at 753-1370 or 227-3483

HEALTH SERVICES

's,41W °Pt:\
S FOR 1,4:1.
.

r.7,

Ycyy ,
i

JAL RENT:kLS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST
ocher or 121 & ilendale
1^X10 $25 10x.15 $40
(2701 436-2524
(270)2934906

2BR, IBA lakefront
house in Panorama
Shores
w/d,
ref
C/H/A
$425/month
plus deposit. Available
immediately. 175 Pam
Dr.(310)567-9321.
3BR, 1BA, W&D
LARGE 2BR, 2BA, included. $650/mo,
$650/clep. 603
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
Sycamore. 3BR, 1BA,
MSU.
$425
plus
1710 Farmer Ave
deposit. References
required. 492-8069, $750/mo, 5750/dep.
(270)293-4600
970-8412.
(270)293-3710
LARGE 3BR apt,
FOR Sale or Lease:
newly remodeled, on
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
property with dock, 2
$600 water, sewage &
1/2 car garage.
trash furnished, no
270-873-7826
pets.759-4696,
SMALL 2BR, appli293-4600
ances furnished. $395
NICE.
1BR,
w/d, rent & utilities. $395
smoke free, no pets, 1
deposit, 1 yr lease. no
yr iease $375/mo.
pets 270-753-6156.
226-8006

1
-5-10

,.JJAIRIIIES R. CASH
7-4£ AUCTIONEER & REAL. ESTATE

mot* galitot auction
& Remi E stioe
Adaens Lane • Puryear TN 38251
Teletinone (731)247-3784
Doug Tayor Auchaverh3roKer
TnLic g?Cr27 K, LIC eRP•72o9 Finn al 782
•
Male Aucnons Are Batter'

Esta

te
Nice Old Saddles • Harness • Dinner Bell • Garden
Tiller • Antique
Bamyard Implements And Collectibles • Yard Furniture
• Kitchen Table And
Chairs • Sofa • Side Chairs• End Tables • 3 Piece Bedrourt
ti Suite • Antique
Dressing Table • Side Tables•Antique Collectibles•
Collectible Glasswaie
• Pots, Pans. Kitchen Miscellaneous • Household
Miscellaneous • Washer
• Refrigerator & Morel,
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!
!

FOR MORE iNFORMAT1ON CONTACT:

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-f-885 or
293-7085.

Buy Any Individual Tract,
orombinstEnion„.01prTracta

1 5%

TA( LIC .7.g30
.• FIRA.1 ••••• 2:.:- -

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

111111se For Sea

ESTATE AUCTION)
Sat. Wlarch 20th -10:00 AM

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarrned
•Safe & ciean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600.

390

YARD SALE
737 NASH DR.
FRIDAY 19TH
8:00
New lift chair, nee
hospital bed, brand
new wedding nng
set, brand name
clothes- adults to
kids, knick knacks.
(270)978-6118 on
(tat bed, nngs.

HOUSE FOR SALE
YARD
SALE
901
SUNNY LANE
MARCH 19-27
Loads of stuff
from clothing
to furniture

Pets& Supplies
AKC
registered
Doberman
Pinscher
puppies 9 wks. old,
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-$400, Female$350.
Shots
&
wormed.
731-336-7848
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
MANTLE Great Dane
Puppies, 7wks. old,
AKC registered, charnpion
bloodline,
declawed. 1st shots,
wormed, $500-$800.
270-978-5120 or 270227-791 7.
MALE, MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup.
Ready 3/12/10.
Registered, tail
docked, vet checked,
wormed. raised in loving home. $450.
(270)293-0575
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed. $300-$350
270-251-0310
evenings.

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped.
High protein, TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9.00prn

House and 2/3 Acre Lot
Hwy 121 S., Murray
Priced at $19.900.
Visit www.obarky.com or
contact Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Auction Realty
(270)293-3232

Murray Ledger fa limes Fair
Howling Art Notice
All real estate ad,ertised herein
ts sidled to the Federal Fair
liousing Act which makm
Illegal to advernse ans prelerence. Itmdanon or &commanon based on race cnkr,
&ion. iris handicap 'familial status or national Emma. or inter tu make any such preferences, lirntahons or ducnrnination
State lar s forbid discnmination
in the .ak, rental or advertrong
01 real estate based on lectors in
addition to those protected
uncle. lederal iaw
We will knowing's accept ans.
advernsult tor real estate which
is not in violabon of the law All
persons are hetet'', intormed
that all dwellinp advertised are
a‘ailable on an ?qua] opportu- basts
For moiler assistance with Fair
fioutong A.F.ertiYing require
rnents contaci NAA Counsel
Rem P Atdarrs (V1648.IWO

tt7n.7=7:

Lake Properly
- EA-RE-133T- INVENTORY BLOWOUT SALE! Sat 3/27
Only
211 AC CREEK FRONT
Only
532,900
Wi FREE BOAT
SLIPS
"Was $69.900"
Incredible wooded
acreage abutting private

1702 Johnson Blvd.(Off Doran Rd.)
New construction 2,150 sq.ft. 3BR, 2BA,
bonus room, hardwood floors granite countertops, covered front & back porch. $229 900.00
978-1107 or 978-0505
family farm on spectacular 160,000 acre
recreational lake in
KY! EXCELLENT
FINANCING.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3452

Lots FOf SOW
Builders
Special!!
Oversized
Lot's
$25,000
Location:
470
Wiswell at King next to
[ Motorcycles Zi ATV's]
Saratoga Springs.
Financing Available.
Child's 4-wheeler
Call 22743393
$300. Call 227-872'
WOODED lot in
after 4 p.m
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr.,
145x175, quiet cut-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

Acreage
COUNTY road takes
you nght to 130 acres
more or less, 60 acres
KY adjoining 71 TN,
Calloway & Henry
Counties. Great for
hunting. 731-498-6117
Or
klrogers85 ©yahoo
.com

2,100 sC ft 413R
2.5BA.
screened
porch. 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853- 1999

Ail line ads placed in our paper are posted on our
website for tree!

Used Curs
=NEW 2010 Toyota
Matrix $219 per
month. $2,000 Cash or
trade down. KY tax
included! Call for
details (270)7534961.$$$

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2009 white. Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles. 37-42mpg
10y0100,000 mile warranty, $13.000. 2931193. 293-9829.
2007 Lexus ES 350,
loaded with Navigation.
47,xxx
$23,000.
270-703-4513.
01 Monte Carlo SS.
leather, moon-roof,
loaded. sharp, 53,900
OBO 978-5655

•If You Used Type 2
Diabetes drug AVANDIA and suffered a
stroke or heart attack?
You may be entitled to
compensation. Attorney
Charles Johnson 1800-535-5727
HELP WANTED
*ABLE TO TRAVEL.
Hinng 8 people. No
experience necessary.
Transportation & lodging furnished. Paid
training. Work & Travel
Entire USA. Start
Today! www.protekchernicatcom 208-7242949
•Home-Based Internet
Business- $50041000/
month, part time.
$2,000- $5,000/ Month
full-time possible.
Flexible hours. Training
provided. FREE
Details. www.K348.corn
*Nuclear Power
Trainee. Career with
potential. Paid training
v.,' benefits plus $ for
school. No exp needed.
HS Grads ages 17-34.
Call Mon-Fri (600)2821 384
*Senior Market Sales:
Sales Pros Needed.
Leads, Training and
Support provided. Life
& Health License a
plus. Call 1-866-7697964

*AIRLINES ARE HIR
ING- Train for high
paying Aviation
Maintenance Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Housing
available Call Aviation
Institute of
Maintenance ‘88813495387
*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
"Medical. 'Business,
•Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice Job p4acement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified Call 886460-9765
www CenturaOnline cc
*ATTENTION- FF1EE
Heav-y Equipment
Operator Training Must
be LAID OFF
Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted Benefits.
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836
•Delta Career Academy
Training Dnvers ClassA CDL. Job placement
assistance. Regional or
Long Haul. Call Mon
thru Fn. 7-5 (800)8830171. Member BBB
Classes Start Monday
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED

•Ky Health Training:
Certified Ctinical
Medical Assistant, EKG
Technician, Nurse Aide
Training. Phlebotomy
training. Lexington &
Georgetown. Day.
Night, Weekend classes. 859-963-2901. 888274-2018
envw.nursealarstrainingcenter corr
MOBILE HOMES
•For Sale' 3 bedroom,
2 bath Doublewide.
Quiet countri setting
available. Owner
financing possible. Call
859-498-7578
REAL ESTATE
ELAKE LOG CABIN 2.
ac. $69,900 Free Boat
Slips. New Log Cabin
& Beautifully wooded lake aixess setting
on 160,000 acre recreational lake in
Kentucky, Excellent
financing. Call now 1800-704-3154. x3434
•ONUNE ONLY AUCTION. 16 foreclosed
properties. Bidding
ends March 24. Also
selling in IN. LA, KS, &
MS. BP 5% 800-3238388
RowellAuctions.corn
KY #P1465
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
•GUN SHOW March
20-21 Sat. 9-5. Sun. 94. Louisville INN
PLACE HOTEL &
Convention Center
(9700 Bluegrass
Parkway) Buy, Sell,
Trade Info: (563)9278176.
*STAY AND PLAY at
one of Kentucky's top
golf courses, Cherry
Blossom, Georgetown.
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Play,
including furnished
townhome, golf for four.

430
Used Can
.

for 5 yearl on
2010 Vans. Corolla.
_Matrix. Camry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon,
Rav4. Highlander.
Tundra.
Ends April 5
Toyota of Murray
753-4961

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655, 759-9295
L&M .

•

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicurinz,
Lamdscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 '227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD OF.
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes. AdditionS,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
1-(270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&MIcCulston Roofing

Hill Electric
Since 198b

24 moue mamma
Res., Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERV.ICE
tree rid
* gel 25'. off
Otter exp 3 23 10
Free estimates
(270)436-2867
(270)293-1118

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
*ATTENTION- FREE
CDL Class-A Training
Must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
rneet hinng
Requirements of Major
Trucking Companies.
TRUC*AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
•BIH Trucking
Cornpany Dnver
Trainees Needed! No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Eam up to $900/ week.
Company endorsed
CDL Training. Job
assistance. Financial
assistance. 888-7805539
•CDL-A Dnvers: High
Miles means BIG
Paycheck! Over the
Road Dry van &
Flatbed. Great benefits.
Class-A COL. Good
dnving record required.
Western Express 8813801-5295
•CLASS-A Dnvers OTR
Runs through Midwest
Great pay & Benefits.
Regular hometime,
Stable company,
Expenenced Staff Ask
about our lease purchase program CALL
ACT: 877-584-7240
•Onver- OWN YOUR
OWN TRUCK. Weekly
payments as low as
$200 Lowest Lease
Purchase price in the
industry!'75% of the
load. •100% fuel surcharge. 'Flatbed exp
not required. Also hiring Owner Operators
866-945-2778
www.JoinMalone.com

•Drivers- $1,000 SignOn Bonus! Up to 41
CPM. Good Home
Time. Health, Dental,
OTR
Experience reouired.
CDL-A FLATBED. No
felonies. 800-441-4271
xKY- 00
•Drivers- FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED OTR
Positions available
NOW' CDL-A w/ tanker
Req'd. Outstanding pay
& benefits! Call a
recruiter Today! 877484-3061 www.oakleytransport.com
•Fiatbed, Company &
0/0 drivers needed.
0/0 must have own
trailer, Company drivers can make from
24%-27°t, With excellent benefits. Home
weekends. Call M-F
8am-4pm. 800-5253383 ext 106 wwwtlexpress.com
•OTR Dnvers Needed.
Reefer, Tanker and
Flatbed positions.
Prime Inc_ is a financially stable, expanding
and growing carner. 9
months+ OTR exp. 1800-277-0212
yeenw.primeinc.com

APPLIANi
SERVICE
i270i 29
759-5534
Chuck Va•

BAI
LAWN
DIRT S

t270)2•

BELCHER
Residential
Commercia
Exterior. Fri
Estimates.
270-293-20;

BRUSH &
Painting, fix
repairs. de
sure
was
stained.. 431

CHASE Fut
Care. 8yrs.
293-8814
ts ‘i
&
C

FRE
ESTIM)

I (270473

DSW CU
PAINT
Residen
Comme
Free Esti'
(270)226-05

FOR all you
vinyl, metal
decks and re
call Danny
492-8500 or ;

FUTRELL':
Serve:,
Trimming,
stump grindii
wood. Insured
489-2839

Green Ac
Lawn Ci
A Cut Abovi
Rest
•Shrub anc
trimmin
*Gutter cleE
•Other sen
*Quality seri.
affordable p
753-445

• weekly de spesli
•locally owned/
759-1151 •21
293-27E
Hamilton
SE Mar
3301 St. R

753-8
I vier 11tireltht
Chsplas limns

ROO
436-2E467 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
•Large Tree
Removal •Tnmming
•Stump Grinding
•Hangers
Servicing Benton,
Hardin & Murray
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp

Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offenng septic
tank pumping. Maio(
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
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SERVICE & PARTS
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Free Estimates
r
r. s.ectee

(270)753-2020

Affordable Rate,
(270)293-3161
BELCHER Painting
Residential &
Commercial. Interior,
Exterior Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod

(1...tRW-S .
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BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.
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THE Munay Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. Out
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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5 Star
Tile. & Marble

NEWSOME'S

Devit.xi kr'
,vitt

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season Is

& PV1N II

Residential &
Commercial
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

'

•Nlirl.liiii.•

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp
29343814

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

(2701227-9153
PROLAWN SchedLled
Lawncare tst mowing
tree 270-293-1924

. BAILEY S
LAWN CARE &
MAT SERVICE
•L.twit F.t

ESTIMAl'ES
270 3-9916

coming up. So
give me a call for
your free estimate.

Corey @
(270)705-1037
T&T Lawn Service
Free estimates.
(270)293-0468
Are you looking for
an affordable &
reliable mowing
service/ If so then
call 270-873-9637.
Free Estimates

FOR all your roofing
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

'112LN
t -reistrie.
&

PICK UP

tio9er 11 Detgado
(270)3112 ;.,0-11

TOdd ...S.A I lif)

Detail

YES
WE CAN • •

(270) 20
. 5 /826
.12.70) 227 5648

Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Ace

BucketTn.ick
Insured

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, feewood. Insured.
489-2839.
Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
*Shrub and tree
trimming
•Gutter cleaning
*Other services
*Quality service at
affordable pnces.

753-4455

• weekb &
• locally r,v•

r!)erated

754-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Cranite
& Slat-111e
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-13087
1.1er Nthr.tr..-1, • 2.41 I-12
I lee r.t19-1:311

VOX
RelitOVAI.

•Kritifint.! orrirliell..
•11e14, *Lab-A.
kitchen rentedcfs
.1
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Or'.1,a4r I 1
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2
,
111.1"S.41.2.111i

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
virvi • • ,
ilt
131

• C.,401 I•

(270)227-61,60
MOORE'SLawn
Service Mowing, trim, ling & bush hogging.
Free Estimates.
270-293-5896 or
270-7671866
MOW yards, light hauling, remove unwanted
shrub & brushes. Free
Estimates. 270-2274837 or 270-437-4987

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable.
reliable. gutters, mulch,
shrubs trimmed. hauing. 11 years expenence. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owrir,
1
:ind pp.er alert
4Free

•t
for Imo oars&

.y70)2274315

by Jacqueline Bigar
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, March 19, 2010:
This year is a very special period
in which you evolve to a new
level and create much more of
what you desire. You discover
just how far-reaching your influence might be and who can and
will make a difference. If you are
single, you'll discover how
attractive others think you are. If
you are attached. the two of you
will connect on a level that you
haven't experienced in many
years. TAURUS always brings
logic to a situation.

S100 OFF ON
$200 OR

&
.111A1 R is
270-753-22.79

FREE

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE

SERVICE

TRAVIS;
ASPHALT
I.:nine.. %catenating,

270-703-1021

270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TRCii'ER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn, Shingles
(270)804-6884
WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year, Landscaping,
mowing, edge shrubs,
mulching, lizaP' removal,
tree servi
seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required.
Free
estanates
&
insurso. Over 15yrs
experience. Block and
Subdivision discounts.
270-703-9610.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Photo provided
Members of the Calloway County Middle School
science bowl team are Robert Pruitt, Nate
Clause, Hudson Elliott, Cody Bergman, Landon Fike
and Coach Scott Pile.

CCMS wins regional National
Science Bowl competition
SPECIAL TO THE LEDGER
Calloway County Middle
School won the regional competition of the U.S. Department of
Energy's
annual
National
Science Bowl. The championship wins the Lakers an allexpense paid trip to Washington.
D.C. to represent Kentucky in
the national competition.
Competing for Calloway
County Middle School is Cody
Bergman. Nate Clause. Hudson
Elliott, Landon Fike and Robert
Pruitt. The science bowl team is
coached by Scott Pile. The
national competition will be
April 29 to May 3. The regional
competition was sponsored by
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant.
Representatives from 40 middle schools advanced from
regional competitions to the
national competition. Each competition tests teams of students
in all areas of science and math,
utilizing a fast-paced question
and answer forrnat similar to the

TV game show Jeopardy. At the
national event, the middle
school students will also participate in a Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Model Car Challenge.
The teams who advance to
the double elimination rounds
will earn a monetary prize for
their school. Middle school
teams are tested on a variety of
science disciplines including
earth, physical, and life sciences,
general science, and mathematics.
The National Science Bowl is
America's largest and most prestigious science competition for
middle and high school students.
More than 21.600 students from
42 states plus Washington, D.C.,
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin
Islands competed in regional
competitions. It is the only educational event and academic
competition of its kind that is
sponsored by a federal agency.
'The DOE National Science
Bowl is an important part of
DOE's efforts to encourage

P TREE
RVICE

FREE to a good
home. Boxer, lab &
Border collie puppies.
4 females, 4 males.
(270)705-7531

AP Photo/Nola Sizemore

/Harlan Daily Enterpnse
A REMINDER: Terina Widner, of Cumberland, who
lost her father, Denver Widner, in the
Scotia mine disaster reads clippings recently about
the accident in Harlan. Thirty-four years
after a pair of explosions killed 26 miners and mine
inspectors, a bronze marker has been
unveiled at the site of the Scotia mine disaster.
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Michelle Obama talks anti-obesity to food giants

WASHINGToN (AP) — Michelle
Obama is urging the nation's largest food
companies to speed up efforts to make
healthier foods and reduce marketing of
unhealthy foods to children.
Mrs. Obama asked the companies,
gathered at a meeting of the Grocery
Manufacturers Association this week, to
"step it up" and put less fat, salt and sugar
in fcxxls.
"We need you not to just tweak around
the edges but entirely rethink the products you are offering. the information that
you provide about these products, and
how you market those products to our
children," she said.
The first lady has talked to schools and
nutrition groups across the country in her
effort to reduce childhood obesity. This is
the first time she has confronted the food
companies that make the snacks and junk
food that stuff grocery aisles and school
vending machines.
The
Grocery
Manufacturers
Association — which counts Kraft Foods
Inc., Coca Cola Co. and General Mills
Inc. among its members — invited her to
speak at its science forum this week, and
attendees gave her a standing ovation.
Welcorning the first lady and embracing her campaign for healthier kids,

demand. How you see finances
or a business arrangement
remains unique to you. Look for
the right path for all those who
are mutually concerned. Listen to
someone who might have different expertise. Tonight: Indulge a
little. It's about time.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Teamwork always

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
could be yours
for ONLY 585
- per month
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

**** Your perspective is in

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might be on top of
your game. Your way of handling
a situation could change radically after a meeting or conversation
America's young scholars to with more than several people. A
explore the fields of science and decision made now could be
engineering," Dr. Patricia sound and productive. Worry
Dehmer. Deputy Director for less. Tonight: Out on the town.
GEMINI
Science Programs in DOE's *****(May 21-June 20)
Working to facilitate a
Office of Science, said. "We situafion could
be difficult if othhope that this activity will ers aren't working with you.
inspire a new generation of Know when to walk away from a
researchers in disciplines impor- situation and call it futile
tant to solving the energy and Understanding what is going on
environmental issues facing our could be more important than
you realize. Consider yourself
nation and the world."
The DOE Office of Science's first. Tonight: Vanish if you can.
Workforce Development for CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Look at the end result.
Teachers and Scientists pro- Listen
to others in a meeting. The
gram, which manages the solution, though evident
to many,
National Science Bowl, has a might not be evident to others.
number of programs designed to Realize when you have gone too
train the next generation of U.S. far Back off diplomatically. Know
scientists arid engineers with the when you no longer have control
goal of helping to maintain the and what needs to happen
nation's scientific and techno- Tonight: Say "yes" to an invitation.
logical
leadership.
DOE LEO (July 23-Aug.
22)
launched the National Science ****
Others
Bowl for high school students in advice probabllook to you. Your
y means much
1991 and for middle school stu- more
than
you
realize
dents in 2002 to encourage stu- Understanding evolves because
dents to choose an education in you are willing to listen to an
important partner. Your ability to
the sciences and engineenng.
understand someone emerges
Tonight. Assume the lead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your ability to grasp what
has happened comes out. Reach
out for others at a distance. If you
want to take off early for the
weekend. by all means do
Lunch easily could become an
event Tonight: Don't let a child Or
loved one mar a happening.

A-AFFORD-

auling. Clear
ges. gutters,
e work.
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Horoscope

LAMB'S TREE

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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launched last month, could have advantages. The industry is positioned to take
somc blows in the corning year, including
a child nutrition bill about to move
through Congress that could eliminate
junk food in schools, digging into some
companies' profits.
The Food and Drug Administration is
also beginning to crack down on misleading labeling on food packages, saying
some items labeled "healthy" are not, and
the Senate last year mulled a tax on soda
and other sweetened drinks to help pay
for overhauling health care.
That tax did not make it into the health
care bill, but it could be seen as an opening shot in a quietly growing effort to target food companies, especially as local.
state and federal govemrnents scrounge
for revenue in a tight fiscal environment.
Mrs. °barna said she would like to see
less confusing food labels arid portion
sizes and increased marketing for healthy
foods. She urged companies not just to
find creative ways to market products as
healthy' but to increase nutrients and
reduce bad ingredients.
"While decreasing fat is certainly a
good thing, replacing it with sugar anti
salt isn't," she urged. "This needs to be a
serious industrywide commitment to pro-

viding the healthier foods parents are
looking for at prices they can afford."
Mrs. Obarna's campaign is largely
focused on school lunches and vending
machines, along with making healthy
food more available and encouraging
children to exercise more.
Fortner President Bill Clinton, who in
2005 partnered with the American Heart
Association for a similar campaign
against childhood obesity, said he was
thrilled that Mrs. Obama had joined the
cause.
"She'll get visibility for it that I can't
get. She's a lot younger than I am. She'll
relate better to a lot of the kids in the
schools. They'll relate better to her. I
think it's a really great thing for her to do
this," Clinton said, answering questions
at a childhood obesity forum sponsored
by Newsweek magazine. Mrs. Obama
was scheduled to participate in the forum
on Wednesday.
Last week, Clinton announced that an
effort aimed at replacing full-calorie soft
drinks with reduced-calorie, smaller-portion beverages had reduced the number of
beverage calories shipped to schools by
88 percent between 2004 and 2009.
While introducing Mrs. Obama
Tuesday. Rick Wolford, chairman and

brings results, be they negative
or positive. As your efforts come
with positive thoughts and good
wili, you will draw that type of
results you desire. Know when
you have had enougn. Tonight:
Togethemess is the theme.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others demand control
It would be best to be unusually
creative when putting in your two
cents. An approach other than
the norm will most likely draw the
desired results. A brainstorming
session produces excellent
results. Tonight: Just don't be
alone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** An even attitude. with
focus on getting a project done.
could make all the difference in
what occurs. You could be tired
and wanting to complete the
weekend early. Understand what
is happening within a relationship. Tonight: Feeling invigorated.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Keep asking questions.
knowing full well you are on top
of your game. Remember, your
words don't fall on deaf ears, and
others will respond. Your tone
can make or break a situation.
Let humor evolve. Creativity
flourishes in this atmosphere
Tonight: Hook up with some

CEO of Del Monte Foods Co. anti chairman of the Grocery Manufacturers
Association, said it is "a watershed
moment in the fight against obesity."
"We are willing to do more, and we
are willing to go the extra mile," he said. cohorts.
'This approach is a far cry from the AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
fights consumer groups had with food *** If you feel the need to pull
companies a decade ago, said Margo back some and play the recluse.
Wootan, director of nutrition policy at the take off early or call in. Everyone
Center for Science in the Public Interest. needs a break. even you
Schedu
"When I first started working on junk gence le some time for indulwhere you can and will
food in schools. it was a very contentious enjoy yourself. Know
what works
issue where we regularly did battle with for you. Tonight: In the thick of
junk and snack fcxxl companies," she things.
said. "Now it's a whole new world, and PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
many of them are supporting updating ***** You say the right
words. and others respond. You
standards:*
Wootan said she believes that embar- might have had a problem for a
rassment is in part fueling the companies' while. but now you loosen up.
push, as more attention has been placed Others want your views. Express
the same type of excitement
on foods* nutritional values or lack there- about
others' opinions. Build up
of. More uniform federal standards could more mutuality. Tonight
: Hanging
also be helpful to fcxxl companies. she out is fun to do.
said, as some states and localities are creating their own standards for marketing BORN TODAY
Actress Glenn Close (1947).
and making fax's.
"When you see the handwnting on the actor Bruce Willis (1955)
*"'
wall, it's time to get on the right side of
JacqualIns Blgar Is on the
the issue," Wootan said.
Internet at wurw.lacquelinsbigar.com.
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Brent
Burchett, freshman at Calloway
County- High School, talking
with Kentucky State Representative Buddy Buckingham. He
was a page for the Kentucky
Houses of Representatives during its recent session.
Murray Art Guild will open
its annual juried exhibition on
March 26 which will continue
until April 14.
Births reported include a boy
to Rickie Dale and Christi Ann
Spann. March 7.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Joe
Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray. receiving a plaque designated the bank as one of the
nation's safest banks by Money
magazine.from James Garrison,
board member of the bank. Garrison also honored Dick for 23
years of service to the bank.
Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual Pancake Day on March
31 at Rudy's Restaurant.
Will T. Winchester, evangelist, will be the speaker at the
gospel meeting at New Providence Church of Christ starting
tonight and continuing through
March 23.
30 years ago
Planning is underway for the
Kentucky Charity Horse show
to be April 18 and 19 at the
Wcst Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center and co-sponsored by the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
and the Murray Rotary Club.
Elected as new officers of
the Kirksey Adult Farmer Class
were Charles Coleman, president; Junior Compton. vice president. and Keith Norsworthy, secretary-treasurer. The class teacher
is Johnnie Stockdale. teacher at
the Murray Vocational School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gregory. Feb. 24, and a boy to Mr.

and Mrs.Steven Seltzer, March
11.
40 years ago
Seven women from the Calloway Canny Homemakers Association are attending the annual
meeting of the Kentucky. Extension Homemakers Association in
Lexington March 19 and 20. They
are Mrs. Milford Orr, South Pleasant Grove, Mrs David Palmer,
Wadesboro,
Mrs.Harold
Eversmeyer, South Murray, Mrs.
Melvin Casey. Pottertown. Mrs.
Alfred Taylor. Harris Grove add
county delegate, Mrs. J.A. Outland, county delegate. and Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, county home
demonstration agent.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Noll,
Feb. 23: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Hicks and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dwaine Baker. March
13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thompson. March 15.
50 years ago
Charles Leroy Eldridge, vocational agriculture teacher at Murray College High School, was
presented the World Citizen
Award by Murray Camp 592 of
the Woodmen of the World.
Dan Miller, vice president of
Kentucky Insurance Co. of Bowling Green, was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray Woman's Club house.
60 years ago
Beginning March 20, Sinking Spnng Baptist Church will
began study classes on Sunday
evenings with Baptist Training
Union Director Prentice Beaman
and Pastor M.M. Hampton in
charge.
Fitts Block & Tile Company
is Icoated on Ftailroad Avenue.
Murray.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre on East Main Street is
"Strange Bargain" starring Martha
Scott and Jeffrey Lynn.
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Loved ones' final wishes
honor unique individuals
DEAR ABBY: I'm writing
to encourage "Wants to Do
Right by Marna" (Jan. 25) to
honor her mother's final wishes regarding her burial attirc
and the position of her bocl.
Several years Jgo, I sat down
v(ith my parents and we talked
about their
wishes for
when they
die. We discussed
everything
from the distribution of
their assets
to the type
Dear Abby of funerals
they want. I
By Abigail
teamed that
Van Buren
my
father
would like a
large tombstone, which is something I never knew, so I asked
him to draw up exactly what
he had in mind.
Mom and Dad have already
written their obituaries for the
newspaper. Mom listed all the
songs to be played at her service and the flowers she wants
We visited funeral homes, and
discussed coffins and services, etc. Since then, they have
changed their minds several
times and have now decided
they prefer cremation. Everything is written down and I
sent copies to my brother, who
lives out of town. Both of us
want to respect our parents'
wishes.
It wasn't as difficult as we
thought it would be, and when
the time comes and everyone
is emotionally spent, the
arrangements will already be
in place. -- JIM IN CHESTERFIELD. MO.

Today In Mori
By The Assosiated Press
Today is Thursday, March 18.
the 77th day of 2, 010. There are
288 days left in the year.
Today.'s Highlight in History,:
• On March 18. 1970. U.S. postal
workers began an unprecedented
two-week strike.
On dus date
In 1837, the 22ad and 24th
president of the United States,
Grover Cleveland. was bom in
Caldwell, NI
In 1922, Mohandas K. Gandhi was sentenced in India to six

years' imprisonment for civil disobedience. (1-le was released after
serving two years.i
In 1937, some 300 ptnople, mostly children. were killed fri a gas
explosion at a school id New London, Texas.
In l938, Mexican President
Lazaro Cardenas nationahzed his
country's petroleum reseries and
took control of foreian-owned oil
facilities.
In 1940. Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini met at the Brenner
Pass, where the Italian dictator

agreed to join Germany's war
against France and Britain
In 1959. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower signed the Hawaii
statehood bill. (Hawaii became a
state on Aug. 21, 1959.)
In 0/62. France and Algenan
rebelS signed ir cease-foe agieemem. which took effect the next
day..
In 1465,the first spacewalk took
place as Soviet cosmonaut Aleksei Leonov went outside his
Voskhod 2 capsule, secured by a
tether.
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Is concierge doctoring
the new medicine?

DEAR JIM: I congratulate
you for having that important
discussion with your parents.
A number of readers commented on that letter. Their remarks
made me smile. so
share.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My father
wanted to be buried without
any clothes on anci without his
dentures. His reasoning was
he came into the world naked
and toothless, and he wanted
to go out the same way. To
my brother's dismay, Daddy
got his wish. He was, however, covered discreetly by a
lovely blue sheet. -- MISSING DADDY
DEAR ABBY: My children
know for a fact that if I'm
ever unable to care for myself,
they'll have to pluck out my
chin hairs. Whether I'm in a
nursing home or in a coffin,
if there are any coarse hairs
sprouting from my chin, I'll
come back and haunt them. - MARTHA IN GREEN BAY
DEAR ABBY: When we
buried my mother, Dad realized his burial plot next to
hers would be so close to the
road that visitors might ctrive
over it or park on his grave.
So he requested that when he
was interred, a nail be placed
in his fist so he could reach
up and pop their tires. When
he passed away last August,
we gave him the largest nail
we could find. -- DADDY'S
DAUGHTER
DEAR ABBY: Our mother
saved her favorite square dancing outfit for when the angels
called her, and we honored
her wishes when she passed
away a few months ago at the
age of 89. She *as completely decked out in her dress,
right down to the "full" slip,
shoes and six-shooter earrings.
We miss her terribly. but can't
help smiling when we think
of her in her dress. -- DID
RIGHT BY MAMA, OTHELLO, WASH.
DEAR ABBY: My greatgrandma also requested that
she be buried is Oe'r pajamas,
but said she also II/anted a
fork placed in her hands. We
could understand the pajamas
-- given the "long sleep" -but the fork had us stumped.
She explained that when dishes were cleared after family dinners when she was growing
up and dessert was on its way,
her father would say, "Hold
onto your fork. the hest is yet
to come!''
We did as my great-grandmother asked. and it helped
those of us who were grieving to remember that she's now
enjoying her "just desserts." - HOLDING TIGHT TO MY
1-ORK, SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
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Contract Bridge
The Battle for Trump Control
South dealer.
North-South vulneratil,
NORTH
•Q 9 7,
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•KQ106
49 8 5
WEST
EAST
•A 6 5 4
7
•9 5
•1086432
•9 ",
•8 5 4
4A K 10 3
4it2 7 2
SOUTH
•K 10 8 2
VAJ
•A 1 7 3
4.6 4
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1 Antidote target
2 Pile up. as
wealth
3 Display model
4 Geog. feature
5 Wanting it all
6 Pablo's parent
7 Minor argument
8 Slovenly
9 Riviera summer
10 Weather system
11 Wyo. neighbor
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run declarer out of trumps and then

he able to score whatever tneks they
have lett in their main suit.
Here is a case where the defenders
can prevail in that manner, provided
they play. carefully. West leads three
rounds of clubs, forcing declarer to
ruti.
Superficially, it seems that South
is now on solid ground, since he has
four sure trump tricks, three heart
tricks and four diamond tncks. Nevertheless, the contraet witl fail if
West defends correctly.
At trick four, declara leads the
king oftrumps. lf West takes thc king
with the ace, South easily wins the
rest of the tricks. But if West ducks
the king of trumps, leaving himself
with the A-6-5 while South still has
the J-10-8, West retains control of the
trump sun.
When South continues with thc
jack, West ducks again. thus sealing
One of the great advantages of declarer's fate. South cannot afford
playing in a suit contract, rather than to lead another trump, because West
ortitnp, is that the trump suit neuwould win with the ,ace and return a
tralites at least some of the tricks the
club to force out declarer's litst trump
deknders would otherwise be able to and so defeat the ,ontract two tricks.
take with their high cartis or long
The best South can do, after 'West
suits.
ducks the first two trumps, is to cash
However, this advantage does not as many tricks as he can in diamonds
protect a declaxer in every case. lithe
and hearts. Sooner or later, West ruffs
defenders persist in attacking with one of them with the six of trumps,
their long suit, they might eventually and the contract goes down one.
"Tomorrow: Combinations and percentages.

41 Think alike
43 Pant
45 Gull cousin
47 Set up
49 Diva's tune
50 Comstock Lode
st.
51 Hibernates
52 Canter alternative
53 Gridiron stets
54 Former JFK
arrival

Tiny amount
4 Serinick studio
7 Oil or kerosene
11 1899 gold-rush
town
12 Refrain syllable
13 Golden Rule
word
14 Studied closely
16 Distort
17 Sioux prey
18 Blank out
20 TLC providers
21 A Castro
23 CAT scan relative
26 Paris airport
27 Bandy words
28 Hooded
pullover
31 Says silently
33 Underwrite
34 Robin's perch
35 Cable network
36 One-celled
creature
38 Drenched
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idea appealing. At the time she
signed on, concierge practices cosi
S1.500 or more. It was recorrunended at the time that potential patients
determine which hospitals such
physicians used, what would happen once signing the contract if
he or she were to go out of business, and whether it might be
necessary to contact the office of
the state attorney. general should
a dispute in the contract result.
All this was divulged with zero
or questionable coverage by an
insurance company.
I neither endorse nor condemn
the practice of concierge doctoring. What works for one physician may not work for another.
I'm not sure it would be a good
fit for me. Part of the challenge,
fun and pleasure is to diagnose
a variety of patients each day
with their diverse issues.
If you are int() a contract, you
will likely have a year to pass
judgment. Should you cttoose to
renew your contract and find your
S300-per-visit
out-of-pocket
expense worth it. then stick with
the plan. If not, I'm sure another physician out there will gladly take you into the fold. Most
physicians have backup coverage
when they're unavailable. so cellphone numbers shouldn't enter into
the equation_
Now. to the doctor versus the
licensed practical nurse: I don't
have a problem with LPNs. had
an excellent one work for me a
number of years ago. What I do
find disappointing is that you were
turned over to an LPN on what
appears to be your first visit to
the office. I recommend you telephone the office with your complaint. Indicate that you expected
more than you got Perhaps a second chance is in order. Good luck.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am so
happy you are on the Internet I
was honing it would happen
because sometime.: I miss your
column in the Naples. Fla., newspaper. and now you are available
to rac utt the tinie I wish I could
find a doctor
like you here
in Naples, but
they all seem
to come here
to
become
millionaires.
My present
doctor
charges
S3,500 a year
to see
four
Dr. Gott or fivemetimes
to ask how I
By
am feeling,
Dr. Peter Gott which is a little much. He
has been my physician for the
past 15 years, and now this! He
doesn't take Medicare. 1 tried another physician and thought I would
give a woman a go. Wrong! I
was completely ignored by her
and was treated by her LPN assistant. What's a gal to do?
DEAR READER: Sadly, this
is the wavre of the future. Five
years ago, an article appeared in
The New York Times regarding
such services. A woman received
a letter from her family physician requesting a S ,500 annual
fee to remain a patient. It seemed
as if he was offering longer
appointments. there would be no
waiting, he would provide his
cell-phone number for after-hours
calls, and he would accept only
400 patients into the practice. The
purpose 'To maintain the highest auality of patient care.'
The woman was tired of sitting in the waiting room for
extended periods and found the
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Returns org
California fort
Pinch hitter
Rear. to
Popeye
29 Cloister
dweller
30 Ottawa's
province
31 Playing marble
32 Boys Town
site
34 Gave a lecheroi.s look
36 Ozarks st.
37 Was sincere
38 Carnes on
39 Milestone
40 Koppel and
Turner
42 Troublesome
bug
44 Puts a stop to
45 Make lace
46 Commit a
blooper
48 Campers for
short

